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ANTICYCLOTOMIC p-ADIC L-FUNCTIONS AND
THE EXCEPTIONAL ZERO PHENOMENON
SANTIAGO MOLINA
Abstract. Let A be a modular elliptic curve over a totally real field F , and let
K/F be a totally imaginary quadratic extension. In the event of exceptional
zero phenomenon, we prove a formula for the derivative of the multivariable
anticyclotomic p-adic L-function attached to (A,K), in terms of the Hasse-Weil
L-function and certain p-adic periods attached to the respective automorphic
forms. Our methods are based on a new construction of the anticyclotomic
p-adic L-function by means of the corresponding automorphic representation.
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2 SANTIAGO MOLINA
1. Introduction
Let F be a totally real field of degree d and let A be a modular elliptic curve
defined over F (although our results apply for general modular abelian varieties).
One of the central research topics in Modern Number Theory is the relation between
the arithmetic of A and the analysis of the (Hasse-Weil) L-function L(A, s) attached
to A. The L-function L(A, s) and all its twists L(A,ψ, s), where ψ is a finite order
character of the Galois group Gal(F ab/F ) of the maximal abelian extension F ab
of F , are C-valued functions that satisfy a certain symmetric functional equations
relating their values at s and 2 − s. The well-known Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer
conjecture predicts that the rank of the Mordel-Weil group A(F ) coincides with
the order of vanishing of L(A, 1). Later generalizations by Mazur and Tate predict
that the rank of the ψ-isotypical component A(F )[ψ] = A(F ab)⊗Z[Gal(Fab/F )] C(ψ)
agrees with the order of vanishing of L(A,ψ, 1).
If A has either ordinary good or bad multiplicative reduction at all places above
p, we obtain a better understanding of the arithmetic of A/F if we replace the
complex analysis of L(A, s) by the a p-adic analysis of its p-adic avatar Lp(A, s), the
(cyclotomic) p-adic L-function of A. This is a Cp-valued function that interpolates
the critical values L(A,ψ, 1), for any finite order character ψ of the Galois group
Gp ≃ Zp of the cyclotomic Zp-extension F cycp of F unramified outside p and∞. The
function Lp(A, s) is defined as
Lp(A, s) =
∫
Gp
expp(sℓcyc(γ))dµp(γ), s ∈ Cp,
where ℓcyc : Gp → Zp is a the p-adic logarithm of the cyclotomic character and µp
is a certain (cyclotomic) p-adic measure attached to A. By Lp(A, s) interpolates
L(A,ψ, 1), we mean that the measure µp satisfies∫
Gp
ψ(γ)dµp(γ) = ep(A,ψ)L(A,ψ, 1),
for all finite order characters ψ : Gp → C×, where ep(A,ψ) is the Euler factor
at p which is non-zero for almost all ψ. Observe that the p-adic L-function is
univocally characterized by the Cp-valued measure µp. A p-adic analog of the Birch
and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture was stated in [21] and [14].
Let K/F be a totally imaginary quadratic extension. Some remarkable achieve-
ments towards the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture have been obtained by
means of the rich theory of Heegner points associated with K/F . This encourages
us to consider A as an elliptic curve defined over K. Note that in this setting
we can consider anticyclotomic abelian extensions of K which are linearly disjoint
from F cycp K. Indeed, for any prime ideal P of F dividing p, let K
a
P be the maximal
abelian extension of K which is unramified outside P and ∞ and so that the com-
plex conjugation τ ∈ Gal(K/F ) acts on GK,P := Gal(KaP/E) by −1. Up to torsion,
GK,P is isomorphic to Zrp, where r = [FP : Qp]. Motivated by the cyclotomic theory,
one may ask if there is an analogous construction of p-adic L-functions attached to
such anticyclotomic Zrp-extensions.
The behavior of the local functional equation outside P provides a dichotomy in
our scenario: on the one hand the definite case, where the number of finite places v
outside P with the sign of the local functional equation (i.e. the local root number)
ωv(A/K) = −1 is even; on the other hand the indefinite case, where that number
of finite places is odd.
Assume that A has either ordinary good or multiplicative reduction modulo P .
Our starting point is the construction of Cp-valued measures of GK,P attached to
A, with good interpolation properties. In the literature, we can find constructions
of such measures in some particular cases: for F = Q and K/Q not ramified at p,
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we have the work of Bertolini-Darmon (see [7] and [8]); for arbitrary F , we have the
work of Van Order also under certain restrictions for the ramification of K/F (see
[27] and [26]). In this paper, we provide alternative constructions valid for arbitrary
totally imaginary quadratic extensions K/F . We denote by µdefK,P and µ
ind
K,P the
corresponding measures in the definite and indefinite situations, respectively. In
analogy with the cyclotomic setting, our definite p-adic measure µdefK,P interpolates
the critical values L(A/K,χ, 1) for any finite order character χ of GK,P (Theorem
5.9). In the indefinite case, the corresponding p-adic measure µindK,P interpolates
p-adic logarithms of certain Heegner points whose height is given by the derivative
L′(A/K,χ, 1) (Theorem 5.15). In both scenarios (and also including the cyclotomic
setting), the interpolation property involves an Euler factor eP(A/K,χ) that is not
identically zero. We remark that our construction of µdefK,P admits generalizations
to p-adic measures (seen as Stickelberger elements) attached to arbitrary quadratic
extensions K/F (see Bergunde and Gehrmann [2] and [3]), indeed, we explain in §5
that the degenerate case of K = F × F corresponds to Spiess construction of the
cyclotomic p-adic L-function [24].
The set of Cp-valued measures Meas(GK,P ,Cp) of GK,P has a natural structure of
Cp-algebra called the Iwasawa algebra. The morphism deg : Meas(GK,P ,Cp)→ Cp,
that maps any measure to the image of the constant map 1, is indeed a Cp-algebra
morphism. The ideal I = ker(deg) is called augmentation ideal and the maximum
power Ir in which a measure µ lies is called order of vanishing of µ. Observe that,
in the cyclotomic setting, Lp(A, 0) = deg(µp) and the order of vanishing of Lp(A, s)
at s = 0 coincides with the order of vanishing of µp.
In this paper, we mean by anticyclotomic p-adic L-functions the elements LdefP (A/K)
and LindP (A/K) of the Iwasawa algebra of GK,P defined by µ
def
K,P and µ
ind
K,P , re-
spectively. In the cyclotomic and definite anticyclotomic setting, the interpolation
property relates the image deg(LdefP (A/K)) with the critical value of the classical
L-functions at s = 1 (analogously, in the indefinite anticyclotomic case the classical
L-function is replaced by its derivative). This suggests that the order of vanish-
ing of such p-adic L-functions coincides with the order of vanishing of the classical
L-functions at s = 1 (resp. their derivatives in the indefinite anticyclotomic case).
Nevertheless, a surprising phenomenon appears if A has split multiplicative reduc-
tion: the Euler factor eP(A/K, 1) vanishes and we observe a zero of the p-adic
L-function, even when the classical L-function (or its derivative) is not zero. These
extra zeros coming from the vanishing of the Euler factors are called exceptional
zeros.
A first approach to understand this exceptional zero phenomenon is to compute
the derivatives of the corresponding p-adic L-functions or, analogously in terms of
Iwasawa algebras, their classes in the respective Cp-vector spaces Ir/Ir+1. Many
authors have contributed to this research line:
• In the cyclotomic setting, the order of vanishing of Lp(A, s) at s = 0 is
at least m, the number of places above p where A has split multiplicative
reduction [24]. Moreover, a formula that expresses d
m
dsmLp(A, s) |s=0 as a
product of L(A, 1) with what are known as (geometric) L-invariants LP(A)
(P | p is a prime of split multiplicative reduction) was conjectured by Hida.
This formula was established by Greenberg and Stevens in [16] for F = Q,
by Mok in [22] for arbitrary totally real fields and m = 1, and finally by
Spieß in [24] for arbitrary m and F under some mild assumptions. In fact,
Spieß proves an analogous formula with the L-invariants LP(A) replaced
by certain automorphic L-invariants LP(π), where π is the automorphic
cuspform attached to A.
• In the definite anticyclotomic setting, there have only been results for F =
Q, prior to the writing of this paper. Assuming that the quadratic extension
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K/Q splits at p, Bertolini and Darmon proved in [7] a similar formula for
the image of Ldefp (A/K) in I/I
2 ≃ Cp in terms of L(A/K, 1) and the same
L-invariant Lp(A) that appeared in the cyclotomic setting. If p is inert in
K, Bertolini and Darmon proved in [6] an analogous formula involving the
p-adic logarithm of a Heegner point (see also [8]). The case K/Q ramified
at p is still an open problem even for F = Q. During the development
of this paper, L. Gehrmann and F. Bergunde in [2] and [3] have obtained
similar results in the definite setting for general F and arbitrary quadratic
extensionK/F using Stickelberger elements. See also [19] for a similar work
in this setting.
• In the indefinite anticyclotomic setting, there are only results for the case
F = Q. Bertolini and Darmon proved in [5] that the image of Lindp (A/K)
in I/I2 ≃ Cp can be expressed in terms of the critical value L(A/K, 1)
(see also [8]). If K/Q splits, Castella` recently proved in [11] a formula for
the derivative of Lindp (A/K) in terms of the logarithm of a Heegner point
and the L-invariant Lp(A). The case K/Q ramified at p has never been
considered.
In order to explain our main result, let us introduce π, the automorphic rep-
resentation of GL2(AF ) associated with A. The (twisted) Hasse-Weil L-function
L(A/K,χ, s) coincides with the Rankin-Selberg L-function L(s−1/2, πK, χ), where
πK is the extension of the representation π to GL2(AK). Actually, we will define
our anticyclotomic measures by means of a certain Jacquet-Langlands lift πJL of
π. For this reason we denote them by LdefP (πK) and L
ind
P (πK) when considered
as elements of the Iwasawa algebra. The main result of this paper establishes a
formula for the classes of the p-adic L-functions in I/I2, when P splits in K:
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that P is a Steinberg prime of π, then both LdefP (πK), L
ind
P (πK) ∈
I. Let us denote by ∇LdefP (πK) and ∇L
ind
P (πK) their classes in I/I
2. If we also
assume that P splits in K, then we have that
∇LdefP (πK) = L
def
P (π)
(
CKC(πP )
L(1/2, πK , 1)
L(1, π, ad)
)1/2
,
∇LindP (πK) = L
ind
P (π) logp(PT ),
where CK is a non-zero constant, C(πP ) is a non-zero Euler factor, PT is a Heegner
point with explicit height depending on L′(1/2, πK , 1), and LdefP (π),L
ind
P (π) ∈ I/I
2
are automorphic L-invariants defined in terms of the cohomology of (Sp-)arithmetic
groups associated with Jacquet-Langlands lifts of π.
In Theorem 7.5 one can found a more precise statement of this result where we
compute the Euler factor C(πP ) and the height of PT . The definition of LdefP (π)
and LindP (π) ∈ I/I
2 can be found in §6 and §7. Notice that the condition of P being
a Steinberg prime of π is equivalent to A having split multiplicative reduction at P .
Hence, our formulas generalize the results for F = Q by Bertolini and Darmon [7]
and by Castella` [11] in the definite and indefinite settings, respectively. We remark
that our proof in the definite case is an adaption of Spieß’ proof of the exceptional
zero conjecture for Hilbert modular forms [24]. Nevertheless, the results in the
indefinite setting are much more exciting. The indefinite formula was conjectured
by Bertolini and Darmon in [4, Conjecture 4.6] for F = Q and A(K) of rank 1,
with the spirit of the p-adic BSD conjecture introduced in [21], but replacing the
automorphic L-invariant vector LindP (π) by the corresponding geometric L-invariant.
Moreover, the techniques used to prove the indefinite formula differ completely from
Castella`’s work, who exploited the theory of big Heegner points and an adaptation
of Greenberg-Stevens proof of the cyclotomic exceptional zero conjecture for F = Q
(see [16]). We have decided to expose both the definite and indefinite settings
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together in this paper in order to remark the analogies between both constructions
of the p-adic measures and both proofs of the exceptional zero conjecture.
Bearing in mind the case F = Q, we expect the L-invariant vectors LdefP (π) and
LindP (π) to be equal and related to the geometry of A/FP . In §6.3, we show that
LdefP (π) is given by the geometric L-invariants. It is a work in progress to prove that
LindP (π) = L
def
P (π). Such equality, predicted by Conjecture 6.7, holds for F = Q
thanks to the work by Greenberg-Stevens [16] and Longo-Rotger-Vigni [20], and
holds for general F , under certain technical conditions, thanks to the work of L.
Gehrmann [15].
Finally we would like to remark that, similarly as in the definite setting one can
generalize the costruction of the p-adic measure and prove a similar exceptional zero
result when the quadratic extension K/F is arbitrary (see [2] and [3]), we strongly
believe that one can also define an analogous p-adic distribution in the indefinite
setting with values in Stark-Heegner points. Moreover, the techniques developed in
[17] would provide a analogous exceptional zero result.
Outline of the proof. The fact that A has good ordinary or multiplicative re-
duction modulo P implies that πP is the irreducible quotient of the representation
induced by the character of the Borel subgroup given by some α ∈ Q¯∩O×Cp . In §3 we
define a Q¯-representation, with representation space V Q¯α , whose scalar extension by
C is isomorphic to πP , and a K
×
P -equivariant morphism δT : Cc(K
×
P /F
×
P , Q¯)→ V
Q¯
α .
Such a morphism δT realizes Hom(V
Q¯
α , Q¯) as a space of distributions of K
×
P /F
×
P .
In the definite setting, we consider GD the multiplicative group modulo the
center of the totally definite quaternion algebra D that splits at P and such that
HomK×v (π
D
v ,C) 6= 0, for any place v 6= P , where π
D is the Jacquet-Langlands lift of
π to GD. It is easy to prove that a well chosen generator of π
D provides an element
φ ∈ H0(GD(F ),A
P
D(V
Q¯
α , Q¯)
UP ), APD(V
Q¯
α , Q¯) = C(GD(Fˆ
P),Hom(V Q¯α , Q¯))
where UP ⊆ GD(FˆP) is certain open compact subgroup. By Class Field Theory,
any locally constant function in g ∈ C(GK,P , Q¯) can be seen as an element ∂g ∈
H0(K
×, Cc(Kˆ
×/Fˆ×, Q¯)). In §5, we define the distribution µdefK,P by∫
GK,P
g(γ)dµdefK,P(γ) := res(φ) ∩ ∂g,
where the cap-product corresponds to the natural pairing between Cc(Kˆ
×/Fˆ×, Q¯)
and APD(V
Q¯
α , Q¯)
UP , once considered Hom(V Q¯α , Q¯) as a space of distributions.
In the indefinite setting, we choose our quaternion algebraB in such a way that B
splits at a single archimedean place and HomK×v (π
B
v ,C) 6= 0, for any place v 6= P∞.
In §5.3, we explain how to obtain an element ΦT ∈ H0(K×,APB(V
Q¯
α , A(K
ab)⊗Q¯)U
P
)
from the image through the Abel-Jacobi map of divisors supported on Heegner
points of the Shimura curve attached to GB and some U ⊂ GB(Fˆ ). Applying the
same procedure as before, we can define a distribution with values in A(Kab)⊗ Q¯.
Since we want a distribution with values in Cp, we compose ΦT with the formal
group logarithm of A obtaining logφ ∈ H0(K×,APB(V
Q¯
α ,Cp)
UP ). Similarly as be-
fore, ∫
GK,P
g(γ)dµindK,P(γ) := logφ ∩ ∂g.
The interpolation properties of µdefK,P and µ
ind
K,P are provided by Waldspurger and
Gross-Zagier-Zhang formulas, respectively. The explicit computations of the Euler
factors are given in §3. Analyzing the behavior of such Euler factors when A has
split multiplicative reduction, we observe the exceptional zero phenomenon in both
definite and indefinite situations.
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In §5.6, we prove that µdefK,P and µ
ind
K,P are in fact p-adic measures. Thus, by
Corollary 2.2, their images ∇LdefP (πK) and ∇L
ind
P (πK) in I/I
2 are characterized by
the integrals
∫
GK,P
ℓ(γ)dµ•K,P(γ) (• = def, ind), for any ℓ ∈ HomZp(GK,P ,Zp). Note
that if F = Q the Zp-rank of GK,P is 1, and it is enough to consider ℓ = logp given
by Iwasawa p-adic logarithm. In general such Zp-rank is [FP : Qp], hence there may
be different ℓ to consider.
In §7, we show that ∂(ℓ) = ϑ∩zℓP , for some fixed ϑ ∈ H1(K
×, Cc((Kˆ
P)×/(FˆP)×,Z))
and certain zℓP ∈ H
1(K×, Cc(K
×
P /F
×
P ,Zp)) that only depends on ℓP , the restric-
tion of ℓ on K×P /F
×
P via the Artin map. By the cohomological interpretation of the
measures µ•K,P ,∫
GK,P
ℓ(γ)dµ•K,P(γ) = κ• ∩ ∂(ℓ) = (κ• ∩ zℓP ) ∩ ϑ, • = def, ind,
where κdef = res(φ) and κind = logφ. We prove in §6 that there exists L(πJL, ℓP) ∈
Cp such that κ•∩zℓP = L(π
JL, ℓP)(κ•∩zordP ), for some fixed zordP ∈ H
1(K×, Cc(K
×
P /F
×
P ,Z)).
Hence, if we define the automorphic L-invariant L•P(π) to be the element in I/I
2
that maps any ℓ to L(πJL, ℓP), then it is clear that
∇L•P(πK) = L
•
P(π)(κ• ∩ zordP ) ∩ ϑ.
It is a tedious but straightforward computation to show that
(κ• ∩ zordP ) ∩ ϑ =
{ (
CKC(πP )
L(1/2,πK,1)
L(1,π,ad)
)1/2
, • = def,
logp(PT ), • = ind,
for some Heegner point PT with Neron-Tate height |PT |2 = CKC(πP )
L′(1/2,πK ,1)
L(1,π,ad) .
1.1. Notation. For any field L, write OL for its integer ring.
We fix embeddings Q¯ →֒ C and Q¯ →֒ Cp, and write O¯ = OCp ∩ Q¯.
Throughout this paper F will be a totally real number field. Let AF and Fˆ be
its rings of adeles and finite adeles, respectively. For any set of non-archimedean
primes S, write FˆS = Fˆ ∩
∏
v 6∈S Fv, where Fv is the localization of F at a finite
place v. We write FˆP instead of Fˆ {P}. We denote by d×xv the Haar measure
normalized as in [30]. The product of d×xv defines a Haar measure on A
×
F /F
×.
Throughout this paper K/F will be an imaginary quadratic extension. We will
denote by T the algebraic group given by the quotient of K× and F×, namely,
T (R) = (K ⊗F R)×/R×. If v is a finite place of F , we denote by d×tv the Haar
measure on T (Fv) given by the quotient measure. The product of d
×tv defines a
Haar measure d×t on T (Fˆ ).
For any quaternion algebra B/F , write GB for the multiplicative group modulo
its center, namely, GB(R) = (B ⊗F R)×/R×, for any F -algebra R.
Given two topological spaces X and Y, we denote by Cc(X ,Y) the space of
continuous and compactly supported functions between X and Y. We denote it by
Cc(X ,Y)0 when Y is considered with the discrete topology. If Y is a normed space
write C⋄(X ,Y) for the completion of Cc(X ,Y) with the supremum norm ‖ · ‖∞.
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Spieß for their comments and discussions throughout the development of this paper.
The author also thanks the referee for carefully reading the paper and providing
many helpful comments.
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2. Measures and Iwasawa algebras
2.1. Distributions and measures. Let G be a totally disconnected locally com-
pact topological group, and let R be a topological Hausdorff ring. For any R-module
M , an M -valued distribution on G is a homomorphism µ : Cc(G,Z)0 →M . Hence,
it extends to a R-linear map
Cc(G, R)0 −→M, f 7−→
∫
G
f(γ)dµ(γ).
We shall denote the R-module of M -valued distributions by Dist(G,M).
Let (V, ‖ ‖) be a Banach space over a p-adic field R = L. We say that µ ∈
Dist(G, V ) is a measure if it is continuous with respect to the supremum norm,
hence it extends to a continuous functional
C⋄(G, L) −→ V ; f 7−→
∫
G
fdµ.
We will denote by Meas(G, V ) the space of V -valued measures on G.
An OL-submodule M of a L-vector space V is a lattice if ∪a∈L×aM = V and
∩a∈L×aM = {0}. For a given lattice M ⊆ V the function pM (v) := infv∈aM |a| is a
norm on V . Any other norm ‖ ‖ on V is equivalent to pM if and only if M is open
and bounded in (V, ‖ ‖). For any M open and bounded lattice on a Banach space
(V, ‖ ‖), the space Meas(G, V ) is the image of the canonical inclusion
(2.1) Dist(G,M)⊗OL L −→ Dist(G, V ).
2.2. Iwasawa algebras. Let G now be a commutative pro-p group. Since OL is
a lattice in the Banach space (L, | |), the L-vector space Meas(G, L) coincides with
the tensor product Dist(G,OL)⊗OL L.
The usual convolution product endows Dist(G,OL) with structure of OL-algebra.
It is isomorphic to OL[[G]] = lim←−H
OL[G/H], where H runs over open compact
subgroups of G. Hence, we deduce that Meas(G, L) is equipped with the L-algebra
structure ΛL := OL[[G]]⊗OL L, called the Iwasawa algebra of G with coefficients in
L.
Observe that the natural map
d : G −→ Λ∗L;
∫
G
fdg := f(g),
is a group homomorphism and the L-module homomorphism
deg : ΛL −→ L; µ 7−→
∫
G
dµ,
is indeed an L-algebra homomorphism.
Let I := ker(deg) be the augmentation ideal. Since deg is surjective, I/I2 has a
natural structure of ΛL/I ≃ L-vector space. Moreover, since G is a pro-p group, it
is a Zp-module and the map
ϕ : G −→ I/I2; g 7−→ dg − d1,
is a Zp-module homomorphism. The following result describes I/I
2 as the tensor
product G ⊗Zp L.
Proposition 2.1. Assume that G is a Zp-module of finite rank, then the map ϕ
defines an isomorphism of L-modules
ϕ : G ⊗Zp L −→ I/I
2.
Proof. Let us consider the dual group (G⊗ZpL)
∨ := HomZp(G, L) and the canonical
L-module morphism ι : G ⊗Zp L→ ((G ⊗Zp L)
∨)∨. We define
ψ : I −→ ((G ⊗Zp L)
∨)∨; µ 7−→
(
ℓ 7→
∫
G
ℓdµ
)
,
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where ℓ ∈ HomZp(G, L) is seen as a continuous function in C(G, L). We check that
ψ(I2) = 0; Indeed, if µ1, µ2 ∈ I,∫
G
ℓd(µ1∗µ2) =
∫
G
∫
G
ℓ(α+β)dµ1(α)dµ2(β) = deg(µ2)
∫
G
ℓdµ1+deg(µ1)
∫
G
ℓdµ2 = 0.
Thus we have a L-module morphism ψ : I/I2 → ((G⊗Zp L)
∨)∨ satisfying ψ ◦ϕ = ι.
Since G is a Zp-module of finite rank, ι is an isomorphism. Thus, in order to
prove our result, it is enough to show that ϕ is surjective.
Given the description of OL[[G]] as an inverse limit of group algebras, we observe
that at each finite level
IH := ker (deg : OL[G/H]→ OL) =


∑
gH∈G/H
αgH(gH−H), αgH ∈ OL

 .
This implies that the corresponding morphism ϕH : G/H ⊗Zp OL → IH/I
2
H is
surjective. We conclude that ϕ is surjective an the result follows. 
Corollary 2.2. Assume that G is a (free) Zp-module of finite rank and let G∨ :=
HomZp(G,Zp). Then the map
ψ : I/I2 −→ HomZp(G
∨, L), µ 7−→
(
ℓ 7→
∫
G
ℓdµ
)
,
is a L-module isomorphism.
Proof. Follows directly from the proof of Proposition 2.1. 
3. Local theory
3.1. Universal unramified principal series. Let P ⊂ OF be a prime ideal with
uniformizer ̟, residual characteristic q, and valuation ν (ν(̟) = 1).
Let R be a topological Hausdorff ring and assume α ∈ R×. Let us consider the
unramified character µα : F
×
P → R
×, µα(x) = α
ν(x). This provides the induced
R-representation
(3.2)
V¯ Rα =
{
φ : GL2(FP )→ R continuous : φ
((
t1 x
t2
)
g
)
= µα(t2/t1)φ(g)
}
.
If α = ±1, the representation V¯ Rα is reducible, since there is an invariant subspace of
rank 1 over R generated by φ0(g) = α
ν(det g). We denote by (πRα , V
R
α ) the quotient
representation of V¯ Rα by this rank 1 subrepresentation. In the case α 6= ±1, we
write (πRα , V
R
α ) for the induced representation V
R
α = V¯
R
α . We denote by V¯
R
α,0, V
R
α,0
and πRα,0 the corresponding representations when R considered with the discrete
topology. We call V C1,0 the Steinberg representation (the subindex 0 will be dropped
soon because C will be always considered with the trivial topology).
For any ideal c ⊂ OFP write K0(c) ⊂ GL2(OFP ) for the subgroup of triangular
matrices modulo c, and let Z be the centre of GL2(FP ). By Iwasawa decomposition,
the constant map φ0(k) = 1, for all k ∈ K0(1), defines an element of V¯ Rα,0 fixed by
K0(1) and Z. Moreover, if α 6= ±1, the module (V Rα )
K0(1) is the free R-module Rφ0.
Similarly, if α = ±1 the class of the function φ1(k) = 1K0(P)(k), for all k ∈ K0(1),
generates (V Rα )
K0(P) freely. In both cases, rankR(V
R
α )
U = 1, where U = K0(1) or
K0(P).
Let us consider
IndGL2UZ (1R) = {φ ∈ C(GL2(FP), R) : φ(UZg) = φ(g), compactly supported mod UZ},
and the Hecke algebra HRU := Ind
GL2
UZ (1R)
U . Note that, by Frobenius reciprocity,
HRU = HomUZ(1R, Ind
GL2
UZ (1R)) = EndGL2(Ind
GL2
UZ (1R)).
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Let g̟ =
(
̟
1
)
. We consider the element of the Hecke algebra TP ∈ HRK =
(IndGL2UZ 1R)
U attached to 1UZgωU , for U = K0(1) or K0(̟).
Again by Frobenius reciprocity, elements φi ∈ (V Rα )
U provide GL2(FP )-module
homomorphisms
ϕi : Ind
GL2
ZU 1R/(TP − aP)Ind
GL2
ZU 1R −→ V
R
α ,
where aP = α+ qα
−1 if i = 0, and aP = α = ±1 if i = 1.
Lemma 3.1. [1, Theorem 20] Assume R is a ring endowed with the discrete topol-
ogy. Then ϕ0 is injective and ϕ1 is an isomorphism. Moreover, if R is a field then
ϕ0 is also bijective.
Remark 3.2. We emphasize that ϕ0 is not an isomorphism in general. If R is a
domain and L its fraction field, we notice that
V Rα ⊗RL = V
L
α ≃ Ind
GL2
ZU 1L/(TP−aP)Ind
GL2
ZU 1L = Ind
GL2
ZU 1R/(TP−aP)Ind
GL2
ZU 1R⊗RL,
where U = K0(1). Hence, we have two distinguished but generally distinct GL2(FP )-
stable R-modules in V Lα , namely Λ = V
R
α and Λ
′ = IndGL2ZU 1R/(TP − aP)Ind
GL2
ZU 1R,
satisfying Λ′ ⊆ Λ.
3.2. Local distributions attached to a torus in GL2. Fix K/F an imaginary
quadratic extension, and assume that we have a fixed embedding KP →֒ GL2(FP )
such that its image does not lie in the subgroup PP ⊂ GL2(FP ) of upper triangular
matrices.
Let R be a topological Hausdorff ring, and let us consider the action of T (FP)
on C(T (FP), R), given by t ∗ f(x) := f(t−1x). Since PP ∩ K
×
P = Z, the natural
map T (FP) → GL2(FP )/Z → PP\GL2(FP ) ≃ P1(FP ) is injective. By abuse of
notation, we denote by µα : PP → R
× the continuous central character associated
with µα as in (3.2). We can construct the following well defined T (FP)-equivariant
morphism
δ¯αT : C⋄(T (FP), R) −→ V¯
R
α ; δ¯
α
T (f)(g) =
{
µα(b)f(t
−1), g = bt ∈ PPK
×
P
0, g 6∈ PPK
×
P .
The composition of δ¯αT with the natural projection gives rise to a morphism
(3.3) δT : C⋄(T (FP), R) −→ (π
R
α , V
R
α ).
Remark 3.3. Note that if K×P is non-split C⋄(T (FP), R) = C(T (FP), R), and δ¯T
is bijective.
Lemma 3.4. Assume that R is a domain endowed with the discrete topology and
α 6= ±1. Then there exists λ ∈ R such that
λ (Im(δT )) ⊆ Ind
GL2
ZU 1R/(TP − aP)Ind
G
ZU1R,
where U = K0(1) = GL2(OFP ).
Proof. 1 If we prove that there exists H ⊆ T (FP) an small enough open compact
neighborhood of 1 such that Im(δT ) = R[GL2(FP )]δT (1H), where 1H is the char-
acteristic function of H , then the result will automatically follow. Indeed, we can
choose λ ∈ R to be such that λδT (1H) ∈ Ind
G2
ZU1R/(TP − aP)Ind
GL2
ZU 1R.
Notice that the continuous equivariant map
ϕ : GL2(FP ) −→ P
1(FP ),
(
a b
c d
)
7−→ −
d
c
.
provides an injection of T (FP) in P
1(FP) that sends 1 to ∞. The open subsets
Un = {x ∈ P1(FP), ord(x) < −n} (n ≥ 0) form a neighborhood basis for ∞ and
1Due to L. Gehrmann
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their preimages give rise to neighborhood basis {Hn}n of 1 ∈ T (FP). We check
that g̟ =
(
̟
1
)
satisfies that g−1̟ Un = Un+1. Thus,
ϕ(Hn+1) = g
−1
̟ Un = ϕ(Hng̟), hence Hn+1 ⊆ PPHng̟.
Let n0 ∈ N be big enough that, for any n ≥ n0, Hn ⊂ K0(1) ∩ g−1̟ K0(1)g̟. This
implies that,
Hn+1 ⊆ PPHng̟ ∩ g
−1
̟ K0(1)g̟ = g
−1
̟ (PP ∩K0(1))Hng̟.
It is clear that δT (1Hn+1)(g) = πα(g
−1
̟ )δT (1Hn)(g) = 0 if ϕ(g) 6∈ Un+1. Assume
that ϕ(g) ∈ Un+1, then g = bhn+1 for some b ∈ PP and hn+1 ∈ Hn+1. The above
claim implies that hn+1 = g
−1
̟ b
′hng̟, where b
′ ∈ PP ∩ K0(1) and hn ∈ Hn. We
compute
πα(g
−1
̟ )δT (1Hn+1)(g) = δT (1Hn)(bhn+1g
−1
̟ ) = δT (1Hn)(bg
−1
̟ b
′hn) = µα(g̟)
−1µα(b)
δT (1Hn+1)(g) = δT (1Hn+1)(bhn+1) = µα(b)
This implies that δT (1Hn+1) = µα(g̟)πα(g
−1
̟ )δT (1Hn) ∈ R[GL2(FP )]δT (1Hn). By
induction, we deduce that δT (1Hn) ∈ R[GL2(FP )]δT (1Hn0 ), for any n > 0. Since
1Hn generate the T (FP)-module Cc(T (FP), R) and δT is T (FP)-equivariant, the
results follows. 
3.3. Torus and inner products. For any (finite or indefinite) place v of F , let
Dv be the quaternion division algebra over Fv. We fix an embedding K
×
v →֒ D
×
v
whenever it exists (Kv is non-split). Let χv : T (Fv) → C× be any continuous
character.
Proposition 3.5 (Saito-Tunnel [23], [25]). Let πv be a representation of GL2(Fv)
with central character.
• If either πv is principal or K×v is split, then dim(HomT (Fv)(πv⊗χv,C)) = 1.
• If πv is discrete and K×v is non-split, then
dim(HomT (Fv)(πv ⊗ χv,C)) + dim(HomT (Fv)(π
JL
v ⊗ χv,C)) = 1.
where πJLv is the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence of πv on D
×
v .
Assume that πv (and thus π
JL
v ) is unitarizable, namely, there is an invariant
hermitian inner product 〈 , 〉 on πv (and πJLv ). If dim(HomT (Fv)(Πv ⊗ χv,C)) 6= 0,
where Πv = πv or π
JL
v , we can consider the following distinguished element of
HomT (Fv)(Πv ⊗ χv,C)⊗HomT (Fv)(Πv ⊗ χ
−1
v ,C):
βΠv ,χv (u,w) :=
∫
T (Fv)
〈Πv(t)u,w〉χv(tv)d
×tv, u, w ∈ Πv.
Proposition 3.6 (Waldspurger [28]). Given βπv ,χv or βπJLv ,χv , we have
(i) If dim(HomT (Fv)(πv ⊗ χv,C)) 6= 0, then βπv,χv 6= 0;
(ii) If dim(HomT (Fv)(πv ⊗ χv,C)) = 0, then βπJLv ,χv 6= 0;
(iii) If πv is spherical, χ unramified, and w ∈ π
K0(1)
v , 〈w,w〉 = 1, then
βπv ,χv (w,w) =
ξv(2)L(1/2, πv, χv)
L(1, ηv)L(1, πv, ad)
,
where ηv is the quadratic character attached to T (Fv).
Due to this proposition, we can normalize the above pairing as follows:
απv ,χv :=
L(1, ηv)L(1, πv, ad)
ξv(2)L(1/2, πv, χv)
βπv,χv .
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3.4. Steinberg representations and intertwining operators. In this section,
we fix a prime P , and we consider the field C endowed with discrete topology.
Assume that α = ±1, and write αs := qsα. We observe that the representation
V Cα1 = V
C
α1,0 admits an infinite dimensional subrepresentation (Vˆ
C
α1 , πˆ
C
α1)
Vˆ Cα1 =
{
φ ∈ V Cα1 :
∫
K0(1)
φ(g)dg = 0
}
⊂ V Cα1 ,
by Corollary 8.3 with M = K0(1), g0 = 1 and h(g) = α
ν(det(g))φ(g) (in this case
PPM = PPK0(1) = GL2(FP ) and dg is any Haar measure of GL2(FP)).
As above, we fix an embedding K×P →֒ GL2(FP) whose image does not lie in PP ,
hence K×P ∩ PP = Z. By Corollary 8.4 (comparison) we have that
Vˆ Cα1 =
{
φ ∈ V Cα1 :
∫
T (FP)
αν(det(t))φ(t)d×t = 0
}
⊂ V Cα1 .
Here the expression αν(det(t)) is well-defined for t ∈ T (FP), since ν(det(z)) ∈ 2Z,
for z ∈ Z.
Let φ = δ¯αT (f) ∈ V¯
C
α , for some f ∈ C⋄(T (FP),C). Then, we can consider its flat
section ([10, §4.5]) φs := δ¯
αs
T (f) ∈ V¯
C
αs . The integral
I(φ, s, g) :=
∫
NP
φs(nωg)dn, where NP :=
{(
1
x 1
)
: x ∈ FP
}
≃ FP ,
ω :=
(
−1
1
)
.
converges absolutely for Re(s) > 1/2 and admits analytic continuation to all s ∈ C
[10, Proposition 4.5.6, Proposition 4.5.7]. By abuse of notation, we also denote its
analytic continuation by I(φ, s, g).
Recall that the map
(3.4) ϕ : GL2(FP ) −→ PP\GL2(FP ) −→ P
1(FP ),
(
a b
c d
)
7−→ −
d
c
.
provides an injection of T (FP) in P
1(FP ). We have that ϕ(NPω) = P
1(FP)\{∞} =
FP . Hence, for any t ∈ T (FP) but (possibly) one, there is a unique n ∈ NP , such
that nω ∈ PP t¯−1, for any preimage t¯ ∈ K
×
P of t. We denote this fact by nω ∈ PP t
−1.
Definition 3.7. We consider the function θT (s)(t), defined for almost all t ∈ T (FP)
by θT (s)(t) := µαs−1(nωt), where nω ∈ PPt
−1 and n ∈ NP .
Remark 3.8. The expression µαs−1(nωt) is well-defined, since nωt¯ ∈ PP , for any
preimage t¯ ∈ K×P of t, and µαs−1(nωt¯) does not depend on the given preimage.
If t ∈ T (FP) and n ∈ NP , let y ∈ T (FP) such that nω ∈ PPy−1 (this can be
done for all n but maybe finitely many). Thus,
φs(nωt) = φs(nωyy
−1t) = κ(nωy)µαs−1(nωy)f(t
−1y)
= κ(nωy)θT (s)(y)(t ∗ f)(y),
where κ : PP → R is the modular quasi character defined in Appendix §8. Hence, if
we define ht ∈ C(GL2(FP ),C) by ht(by) := κ(b)θT (s)(y
−1)(t ∗ f)(y−1), for b ∈ PP
and y ∈ K×P , we have that φs(nωt) = ht(nω). We compute,
I(φ, s, t) =
∫
NP
φs(nωt)dn =
∫
NP
ht(nω)dn = CT
∫
T (FP)
ht(y)d
×y(3.5)
= CT
∫
T (FP)
θT (s)(y)f(t
−1y)d×y,(3.6)
by Comparison (Corollary 8.4).
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We define Λ(φ)(g) := I(φ, 0, g). The following result proves that the expression
Λ(φ) provides a well-defined intertwining operator.
Proposition 3.9. We have that:
(i) I(φ, s, bg) = µα1−s(b)I(φ, s, g), thus, Λ(φ) ∈ V
C
α1 .
(ii) The image of the morphism
Λ : V¯ Cα −→ V
C
α1 , φ 7−→ Λ(φ)
lies in fact in Vˆ Cα1 .
(iii) Let φ0 ∈ V¯ Cα , defined by φ0(g) = α
ν(det g), then Λ(φ0) = 0.
(iv) The intertwining operator Λ induces an isomorphism
Λ : V Cα
≃
−→ Vˆ Cα1 .
Proof. Part (i) follows from a direct computation. Part (ii) follows from the fact
that Λ−1(Vˆ Cα1) must be an infinite dimensional subrepresentation of V¯
C
α , hence it
must be V¯ Cα itself. Notice that, if Λ(φ0) 6= 0, it generates a 1-dimensional subrep-
resentation in V Cα1 . Since V
C
α1 has no 1-dimensional subrepresentations, part (iii)
follows. Finally, part (iv) follows from the fact that V Cα is irreducible and Λ is
non-zero. 
3.5. Local pairings. Throughout this section we will choose the Haar measure
of T (FP) so that the image of O
×
KP
has volume 1. In the previous sections, we
have defined a T (FP)-equivariant morphism δT : C⋄(T (FP),C) −→ (πP , VP ), for
any representation πP := π
C
α,0 associated with α ∈ C
×. Moreover, we have de-
fined the pairing βπP ,χP : VP × VP → C. The aim of this section is to compute
βπP ,χP (δT (f1), δT (f2)), for f1, f2 ∈ C⋄(T (FP),C).
We assume that either α = ±1 or |α|2 = q, the cardinal of the residue field of
F . We know that the representation is unitarizable, namely, there is an invariant
hermitian inner product 〈·, ·〉 : VP × VP → C. First, let us fix the inner product:
Definition 3.10. If either α = ±1 or |α|2 = q, we denote by 〈·, ·〉 the hermitian
inner product on (VP , πP) := (V
C
α,0, π
C
α,0) given by
〈ϑ1, ϑ2〉 =
{ ∫
K0(1)
ϑ1(g)ϑ2(g)dg, |α|2 = q,∫
K0(1)
ϑ1(g)Λ(ϑ2)(g)dg, α = ±1,
for any ϑ1, ϑ2 ∈ V Cα,0. It is G-invariant, by Corollary 8.3 of the Appendix with
M/ZM = K.
Remark 3.11. Note that, in the case α = ±1, the integral
∫
K0(1)
ϑ1(g)Λ(ϑ2)(g)dg
does not depend on the representative of ϑ1 and ϑ2 in V¯
C
α,0, since Λ(φ0) = 0 by
Proposition 3.9 (iii) and∫
K0(1)
φ0(g)Λ(ϑ2)(g)dg =
∫
K0(1)
Λ(ϑ2)(g)dg = 0,
by Proposition 3.9 (ii).
The following result computes the pairing 〈·, ·〉 in terms of the torus T (FP).
Proposition 3.12. There exists a constant cT such that
c−1T 〈ϑ1, ϑ2〉 =
{ ∫
T (FP )
ϑ1(t)ϑ2(t)d
×t, |α|2 = q,∫
T (FP )
ϑ1(t)Λ(ϑ2)(t)d
×t, α = ±1,
for all ϑ1, ϑ2 ∈ VP .
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Proof. Note that, T (FP)∩PP = Z because K
×
P 6⊂ PP . Since |α|
2 = q or 1, we have
that
h(g) :=
{
ϑ1(g)ϑ2(g), |α|2 = q,
ϑ1(g)Λ(ϑ2)(g), α = ±1,
satisfies h(bg) = κ(b)h(g), where κ is the modular quasicharacter. The result follows
now from Corollary 8.4 of the Appendix withM1/ZM1 = K0(1), M2/ZM2 = T (FP).

Proposition 3.13. Assume that K×P 6⊂ PP , and let f1, f2 ∈ C⋄(T (FP),C). Then,
there is a non-zero constant cT , depending on T (FP), such that βπP ,χP (δT (f1), δT (f2))
equals to:

cT
(∫
T (FP)
f1(t)χ
−1
P (t)d
×t
)(∫
T (FP)
f2(t)χ
−1
P (t)d
×t
)
, |α|2 = q,
cT
(∫
T (FP)
f1(t)χ
−1
P (t)d
×t
)(∫
T (FP)
Λ(δT (f2))(t)χP (t)d×t
)
, α = ±1.
Proof. Let f∗2 := f2 if |α|
2 = q and f∗2 (x) := Λ(δT (f2))(x
−1) if α = ±1. Using
Proposition 3.12, we obtain,∫
T (FP)
〈πP(t)δT (f1), δT (f2)〉χP(t)d
×t = cT
∫ ∫
T (FP)
f1(x
−1t−1)f∗2 (x
−1)χP(t)d
×xd×t
= cT
(∫
T (FP)
f1(y)χ
−1
P (y)d
×y
)(∫
T (FP )
f∗2 (y)χ
−1
P (y)d
×y
)
,
and the result follows (we are allowed to exchange the order of the integrals, since
fi ∈ C⋄(T (FP),C)). 
Let us assume for the rest of the section that α = ±1. Proposition 3.13 implies
that, in order to compute βπP ,χP (δT (f1), δT (f2)), one has to describe the integral∫
T (FP )
Λ(δT (f))(t)χP (t)d
×t in terms of f ∈ C⋄(T (FP),C). By Equation (3.6)∫
T (FP)
I(δT (f), s, t)χP(t)d
×t = CT
∫
T (FP)
∫
T (FP )
θT (s)(y)f(t
−1y)χP(t)d
×yd×t
= CT
(∫
T (FP)
θT (s)(t)χP (t)d
×t
)(∫
T (FP)
f(t)χ−1P (t)d
×t
)
.
Again, the integral IT (χP , s) :=
∫
T (FP)
θT (s)(t)χP (t)d
×t converges absolutely for
Re(s) > 1/2 and admits analytic continuation to all s ∈ C. By abuse of notation,
denote also by IT (χP , s) its analytic continuation. We conclude∫
T (FP)
Λ(δT (f))(t)χP (t)d
×t = CT IT (χP , 0)
∫
T (FP)
f(t)χ−1P (t)d
×t.
Remark 3.14. If we assume that χP(t) = α
ν(det(t)), for all φ = δT (f) ∈ VP
0 =
∫
T (FP)
αν(det(t))Λ(φ)(t)d×t = CT IT (χP , 0)
∫
T (FP )
αν(det(t))f(t)d×t
by Proposition 3.9 (ii). This implies that IT (χP , 0) = 0 in this case. We call this
the Excepcional Zero Phenomenon.
Let η be the quadratic character associated with T (FP). Hence L(s, η) = (1 −
q−s)−1 if KP/FP is split, L(s, η) = (1 + q
−s)−1 if KP/FP is inert, or L(s, η) =
1 if KP/FP is ramified. Recall the local Riemann zeta function ζP (s) = (1 −
q−s)−1. Note that the maximal compact subgroup H0 of T (FP) admits a natural
composition series H0 ⊇ H1 ⊇ · · · ⊇ Hn ⊇ · · · such that [Hn : Hn+1] = q, for
all n > 0. Given χP , its conductor nχ is the integer such that χP |Hnχ= 1 and
χP |Knχ−1 6= 1.
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Theorem 3.15. There is an integer nT , depending on the embedding K
×
P →֒
GL2(FP ), such that the analytic continuation IT (χP , s) is given by
IT (χP , s) =


q(2−2s)nTL(1, η) ζP(2s−1)ζP (2−2s)q
(1−2s)nχ , χP |O
K
×
P
6= 1,
q(2−2s)nTL(1, η) ζP(2s−1)ζP (2−2s)
L(−s+1/2,πP ,χP)
L(s−1/2,πP ,χP)
, χP |O
K
×
P
= 1.
where nχ is the conductor of χP and, for an unramified character χP ,
L(s, πP , χP) =


(1− αχP (̟)q−s−1/2)−1(1 − αχP(̟)−1q−s−1/2)−1, KP/FP splits
(1− q−2s−1)−1, KP/FP inert
(1− αχ(̟K)q−s−1/2)−1, KP/FP ramifies,
with ̟K a uniformizer of OKP in the ramified case.
Proof. Let us assume that the embedding is given by
K×P →֒ GL2(FP ); t 7−→
(
a(t) b(t)
c(t) d(t)
)
.
Hence we compute
θT (s)(t) = µs−1
((
1
a(t)
c(t) 1
)
ω
(
a(t) b(t)
c(t) d(t)
))
= αν(det(t))
∣∣∣∣det(t)c(t)2
∣∣∣∣
1−s
.
Assume that KP is split. Thus T (FP) ≃ F
×
P . Since any split torus is
conjugated to the group of diagonal matrices, we compute that det(x) = x and
c(x) = C(x − 1), for some C ∈ FP . Since K
×
P 6⊂ PP , we have C 6= 0. Hence we
write nT = ord(C) > −∞. We write OP = OFP and compute
IT (χP , s) =
∫
T (FP)
θT (s)(t)χP (t)d
×t =
∫
F×
P
χP(x)α
ν(x)
∣∣∣∣ xC2(x − 1)2
∣∣∣∣
1−s
d×x
= q(2−2s)nT
(∫
FP\OP
αν(x)χP(x)|x|
s−1d×x+
∫
O×
P
χP(x)|x − 1|
2s−2d×x+
+
∫
OP\O
×
P
αν(x)χP(x)|x|
1−sd×x
)
.
Two of these integrals can be calculated easily:∫
FP\OP
αν(x)χP(x)|x|
s−1d×x =
qs−1αχP(̟)
−1
1− qs−1αχP (̟)−1
∫
O×
P
χP(x)d
×x.
∫
OP\O
×
P
αν(x)χP(x)|x|
1−sd×x =
qs−1αχP(̟)
1− qs−1αχP (̟)
∫
O×
P
χP(x)d
×x.
For any n > 0, we have that Hn := 1+̟
nOP . By orthogonality
∫
Hn
χP(x)d
×x = 0
if n < nχ, and
∫
Hn
χP(x)d
×x = vol(Hn) otherwise. Since [O× : O×n ] = q
n−1(q − 1)
for n > 0, and the Haar measure satisfies vol(O×P ) = 1, we obtain that vol(Hn) =
(q − 1)−1q1−n (n > 0), vol(Hn \ Hn+1) = q
−n (n > 0) and vol(O×P \ H1) =
(q − 1)−1(q − 2). Thus,∫
O×
P
χP(x)|x − 1|
2s−2d×x =
∑
n≥0
q(2−2s)n
∫
Hn\Hn+1
χP(x)d
×x
=
{
q(1−2s)nχ+1−q(1−2s)(nχ−1)
(1−q1−2s)(q−1) , nχ > 0,
q−2+q1−2s
(q−1)(1−q1−2s) , nχ = 0.
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We conclude
IT (χP , s) =


q(2−2s)nT
(1−q1−2s)(q−1) (q
(1−2s)nχ+1 − q(1−2s)(nχ−1)), nχ > 0,
q(2−2s)nT (1−q2s−2)
(1−q−1)(1−q1−2s)
(
(1−αχP (̟)q
−s)(1−αχP (̟)
−1q−s)
(1−αχP(̟)qs−1)(1−αχP (̟)−1qs−1)
)
, nχ = 0.
Assume that KP is inert. Thus K
×
P ≃ ̟
ZO×KP . We have T (FP) = O
×
KP
/O×P
and OKP = OP + βOP , for some β ∈ O
×
KP
. Let nT := ν(c(β)). In this case
Hn := (OP +̟nβOP )×/O
×
P , for every n ∈ N, we compute
IT (χP , s) =
∫
T (FP )
θT (s)(t)χFP (t)d
×t =
∫
O×KP
/O×
P
χP(t)|c(t)|
2s−2d×t
=
∑
n≥0
∫
Hn\Hn+1
χP(t)q
(nT+n)(2−2s)d×t.
This implies that
IT (χP , s) =
∑
nχ>n≥0
q(nT+n)(2−2s)
∫
Hn\Hn+1
χP(t)d
×t+
∑
n≥nχ
q(nT+n)(2−2s)vol(Hn\Hn+1)
When the character χ |Hn is not trivial (n < nχ), we have that
∫
Hn
χP(t)d
×t = 0,
by orthogonality. This implies that, if n < nχ − 1,∫
Hn\Hn+1
χP(t)d
×t =
∫
Hn
χP(t)d
×t−
∫
Hn+1
χP(t)d
×t = 0.
On the other side, if n = nχ − 1,∫
Hnχ−1\Hnχ
χP(t)d
×t =
∫
Hnχ−1
χP(t)d
×t−
∫
Hnχ
χP(t)d
×t = −vol(Hnχ).
Note that T (FP) is compact and vol(T (FP)) = 1. Moreover, we compute that
vol(Hn) = (q+1)
−1q1−n whenever n > 0. Thus vol(Hn\Hn+1) = (q+1)−1q−n(q−1)
if n > 0, and vol(H0 \H1) = q(q + 1)
−1. With all these computations we obtain
the value of IT (χP , s):
IT (χP , s) =


q(2−2s)nT
q+1
(
−q(1−2s)(nχ−1) + (q − 1)
∑
n≥nχ
q(1−2s)n
)
, χ 6= 1
q(2−2s)nT
q+1
(
q + (q − 1)
∑
n>0 q
(1−2s)n
)
, χ = 1.
We conclude that
IT (χP , s) =
{
q(2s−2)nT
(q+1)(1−q1−2s) (q
(1−2s)nχ+1 − q(1−2s)(nχ−1)), χ 6= 1
q(2−2s)nT
(1+q−1)(1−q1−2s) (1− q
−2s), χ = 1.
Assume that KP ramifies. Thus K
×
P ≃ ̟
Z
KO
×
KP
, where ̟2K ∈ ̟OP . This
implies T (FP) = ̟
Z/2Z
K × O
×
KP
/O×P and | det(̟K)| = q. Note that OKP = OP +
̟KOP , and let nT := ord(c(̟K)). In this case Hn = (OP +̟n̟KOP)×/O
×
P .
IT (χP , s) =
∫
T (FP)
θT (s)(t)χP (t)d
×t =
∫
T (FP)
αν(det(t))χP(t)
∣∣∣∣det(t)c(t)2
∣∣∣∣
1−s
d×t
=
∫
̟KO
×
KP
/O×
P
αqs−1χP(t) |c(t)|
2s−2 d×t+
∫
O×
KP
/O×
P
χP(t) |c(t)|
2s−2 d×t
= q(2nT−1)(1−s)αχP(̟K)
∫
O×KP
/O×
P
χP(t)d
×t+
∑
n≥0
∫
Hn\Hn+1
χP(t)q
(nT+n)(2−2s)d×t
Again, by orthogonality,
∫
Hn
χP(t)d
×t = 0 if n < nχ− 1. Moreover, vol(Hn) = q−n
and vol(Hn \Hn+1) = q−n−1(q − 1), for n ≥ 0. Some computations analogous to
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the previous cases yield the formula
IT (χP , s) =


q(2−2s)nT
(
−q(1−2s)(nχ−1) +
∑
n≥nχ−1
q(1−2s)n−1(q − 1)
)
, nχ > 1
q(2−2s)nT
(
qs−1αχP (̟K) +
∑
n≥0 q
(1−2s)n−1(q − 1)
)
, nχ = 1
=
{
q(2−2s)nT
q(1−q1−2s)
(
q(1−2s)nχ+1 − q(1−2s)(nχ−1)
)
, nχ > 1
q(2−2s)nT
1−q1−2s (1− αχP(̟K)q
−s)(1 + αχP (̟K)q
s−1), nχ = 1,
since (αχP (̟K))
2 = 1. 
Corollary 3.16. The analytic continuation IT (χP , s) satisfies IT (χP , 0) = 0 if,
and only if, χP(t) = α
ν(det(t)).
Proof. This follows directly from the above result, observing that ζP (−1) 6= 0,
ζP(2)
−1 6= 0, L(1/2, πP , χP) 6= 0 and L(−1/2, πP , χP)−1 = 0, if, and only if,
χP(t) = α
ν(det(t)). 
Corollary 3.17. Assume that K×P 6⊂ PP , and let f1, f2 ∈ C⋄(T (FP),C). Then,
there exists a non-zero constant KT , depending on T (FP) and πP , such that
απP ,χP (δT (f1), δT (f2)) = KT eP(πP , χP)
(∫
f1(t)χ
−1
P (t)d
×t
)(∫
f2(t)χ
−1
P (t)d
×t
)
,
(KT , eP(πP , χP)) =


(
cT
L(1,η)
ξP(2)
, L(1,πP ,ad)L(1/2,πP ,χP )
)
|α|2 = q,(
cT C¯T
L(1,η)2ξP(−1)q
2nT
ξP (2)
, 1L(−1/2,πP ,χP)
)
, α = ±1, χP |O×
KP
= 1,(
cT C¯T
L(1,η)2ξP(−1)q
2nT
ξP (2)
, q
nχ
L(1/2,πP ,χP)
)
, α = ±1, χP |O×
KP
6= 1,
where nχ is the conductor of χP .
4. Cohomology of automorphic forms and Shimura curves
For any quaternion algebra B/F , we write GB(F )
+ ⊂ GB(F ) for the subgroup
of elements of positive norm.
Let S be a finite set of nonarchimedean places. We shall usually consider GB(F )
in GB(Fˆ
S) by means of the natural monomorphism. Given any ring R, let N,M
be a R[G(F )]-module and a R-module respectively. We define ASB(N,M) to be the
module of functions f : GB(Fˆ
S) −→ HomR(N,M) such that there exists an open
compact subgroup U ⊆ GB(FˆS) such that f(· U) = f(·). Note that ASB(N,M) is
equipped with commuting GB(F )- and GB(Fˆ
S)-actions:
(γ · f)(g) = γ
(
f(γ−1g)
)
, γ ∈ GB(F ),
(h · f)(g) = f(gh)), h ∈ GB(FˆS);
where g ∈ G(FˆS), f ∈ ASB(N,M) and we are considering the usual action of GB(F )
on HomR(N,M). We write A
Q
B(N,M) instead of A
{Q}
B (N,M) and AB(N,M) in-
stead of A∅B(N,M). Similarly, we define A
S
B(M) := A
S
B(R,M), where R is endowed
with trivial GB(F )-action. Note that, if M and N are C-vector spaces for some
field C, then Hq(H,ASB(N,M)) is a smooth GB(Fˆ
S)-representation over C, for any
subgroup H ⊆ GB(F ).
Remark 4.1. For any GB(F )-module M
′ and any GB(FS)-representation M over
R, we have an isomorphism of (GB(F ), GB(Fˆ
S))-representations:
(4.7)
φ : HomGB(FS)(M,AB(M
′, N)) −→ ASB(M ⊗R M
′, N)
ϕ 7−→ φ(ϕ)(g)(m ⊗m′) = ϕ(m)(g)(m′),
with inverse φ−1(f)(m)(gS , g)(m
′) := f(g)(gSm⊗m′), for all g ∈ GB(FˆS), m ∈M ,
m′ ∈M ′ and gS ∈ GB(FS).
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Lemma 4.2. Assume that M is an R-module and R → R′ a flat ring homomor-
phism. Then the canonical map
Hq(GB(F ),A
S
B(M)⊗R R
′) −→ Hq(GB(F ),A
S
B(M ⊗R R
′))
is an isomorphism for all q ≥ 0.
Proof. This result can be found essentially in [24, Corollary 4.7]. 
4.1. Abel-Jacobi map on Shimura curves. In this section, we assume that
B/F is a quaternion algebra that splits at a single place σ | ∞. Let us consider the
C-vector space A(C) of functions f : GB(Fσ)×GB(Fˆ ) −→ C such that:
• There is an open compact subgroup U ⊆ GB(Fˆ ) such that f(· U) = f(·).
• f |GB(Fσ)∈ C
∞(PGL2(R),C), under a fixed identificationGB(Fσ) ≃ PGL2(R).
• Fixing Oσ, a maximal compact subgroup of GB(Fσ) isomorphic to the im-
age of O(2), we assume that any f ∈ A(C) is Oσ-finite, namely, its right
translates by elements of Oσ span a finite-dimensional vector space.
• We assume that any f ∈ A(C) must be Z-finite, where Z is the centre of
the universal enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra of GB(Fσ).
Write ρ for the action of GB(Fσ) × GB(Fˆ ) given by right translation, (A(C), ρ)
defines a smooth GB(Fˆ )-representation and a (gσ, Oσ)-module, where gσ is the Lie
algebra of GB(Fσ). Moreover, A(C) is also equipped with the GB(F )-action:
(h·f)(gσ, g) = f(h
−1gσ, h
−1g), h ∈ GB(F ), g ∈ GB(Fˆ ), gσ ∈ GB(Fσ), f ∈ A(C).
Let us fix an isomorphism GB(Fσ) ≃ PGL2(R) that maps Oσ to the image of O(2).
Let V be a (gσ, Oσ)-module. In analogy with Remark 4.1, we define
Aσ(V,C) := Hom(gσ,Oσ)(V,A(C)),
endowed with the naturalGB(F )- andGB(Fˆ )-actions. Let us consider 1-dimensional
PGL2(R)-representations C(±1) of Appendix 2 §9. Note that we have the isomor-
phism of (GB(F ), GB(Fˆ ))-modules
s± : Aσ(C(±1),C) −→ AB(C(±1),C); s
±(φ)(gf )(z) = φ(z)(1, gf ).
4.1.1. Cohomology of a Shimura curve. For any open compact subgroup U ⊂ GB(Fˆ ),
let us consider the Shimura curve XU , whose set of non-cuspidal points YU (C) is in
correspondence with the double coset space:
YU (C) = GB(F )
+\
(
H×GB(Fˆ )/U
)
⊆ XU (C),
where H is the Poincare´ upper half-plane. It is well known that the space of holo-
morphic forms Ω1YU of YU can be identified with H
0(GB(F ),Aσ(D,C)U ) by means
of the morphism
H0(GB(F ),A
σ(D,C)U ) −→ Ω1YU ; φ 7→ ωφ(g∞i, gf) :=
1
2πi
φ(f2)f
−1
2 (g∞, gf)dτ,
where D is the discrete series representation of weight 2, f2 ∈ D is a generator
(see Appendix 2 §9), gf ∈ GB(Fˆ ), g∞ ∈ GB(Fσ)+, and τ = g∞i ∈ H. Note that
φ(f2)f
−1
2 is a function on GB(Fσ)
+/SO(2) × GB(Fˆ ) = H × GB(Fˆ ). It defines a
differential form on YU because φ is G(F )-invariant. Moreover, ωφ is holomorphic
since Lf2 = 0 (see (9.39)) and φ is a morphism of (gσ, Oσ)-modules.
We claim that (9.41) and (9.42) provide exact sequences
0 −→ AB(C)
ι+
−→ Aσ(I+,C)
pr+
−→ Aσ(D,C) −→ 0;(4.8)
0 −→ AB(C(−1),C)
ι−
−→ Aσ(I−,C)
pr−
−→ Aσ(D,C) −→ 0.(4.9)
Indeed, since Hom(gσ,Oσ)(·,A(C)) is left exact, we only have to check that pr
± is
surjective. We note that I± is generated as a (gσ, Oσ)-module by f0, and Rf0 = f2,
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Lf0 = f−2 by (9.39). Hence, any ϕ
± ∈ Aσ(I±,C) is characterized by ϕ±(f0) ∈
A(C). Given φ ∈ Aσ(D,C), to find a pre-image ϕ± ∈ (pr±)−1(φ) is equivalent to
find a SO(2)-invariant h = ϕ±(f0) ∈ A(C), such that Rh = φ(f2) and Lh = φ(f−2).
Since,
Rh = iye2iθ
(
∂
∂x
− i
∂
∂y
)
h = 2if2
∂
∂τ
h, Lh = −2if−2
∂
∂τ¯
h,
we deduce that any pre-image ϕ± ∈ (pr±)−1φ is characterized by
dϕ±(f0) =
1
2i
φ(f2)f
−1
2 dτ −
1
2i
φ(f−2)f
−1
−2dτ¯
Hence, since any closed differential 1-form in H is exact, the claim follows.
The difference between exact sequences (4.8) and (4.9) is the action of complex
conjugation. We know that complex conjugation acts on YU (C) by sending (τ, gf )
to (γτ¯ , γgf), for any τ ∈ H, gf ∈ GB(Fˆ ) and γ ∈ GB(F ) \ GB(F )+. Given
g∞i = τ ∈ H,
ω¯φ(τ, gf ) := ωφ(γτ¯ , γgf) =
1
2πi
φ(f2)f
−1
2 (γg∞ω, γgf)dγτ¯ =
−1
2πi
φ(ωf2)f
−1
−2 (g∞, gf )dτ¯ ,
since f2(ωg∞ω) = f−2(g∞), for all g∞ ∈ PGL2(R)+. As it is shown in Appendix 2
§9, φ(ωf2) = ±φ(f−2) depending whether we have chosen exact sequence (4.8) or
(4.9). We deduce that
(4.10) dϕ±(f0) = π(ωφ ± ω¯φ).
Since AB(C(−1),C) and AB(C) are isomorphic as (GB(F )+, GB(Fˆ ))-modules,
the composition of the connection morphisms of exact sequences (4.8) and (4.9)
with the natural restriction map provide morphisms in cohomology
∂± : H0(GB(F ),A
σ(D,C)U ) −→ H1(GB(F )
+,AB(C)
U ).
We can identify H1(GB(F )
+,AB(C)U ) with the singular cohomology of XU with
coefficients in C. Moreover, once we interpret H0(GB(F ),Aσ(D,C)U ) as the holo-
morphic differentials of YU , the morphisms ∂
+ and ∂− correspond to
C± : Ω1YU → H
1(XU ,C); ωφ 7−→
(
c 7→
∫
c
(ωφ ± ω¯φ)
)
,
by (4.10).
Remark 4.3. Note thatH1(XU ,Q) = H
1(XU ,Q)
+⊕H1(XU ,Q)−, whereH1(XU ,Q)±
is the subspace where complex conjugation acts by ±1, respectively. Then it is clear
that H1(XU ,C)
± ≃ H1(GB(F ),AB(C(±1),C)U ) and C±(Ω1XU ) = H
1(XU ,C)
±.
Let H ⊆ H be a GB(F )+-subset. Write ∆H = Z[H ], equipped with the natural
degree morphism deg : ∆H → Z. If ∆0H is the kernel of deg, then both ∆H and ∆
0
H
are GB(F )
+-modules. Moreover, we have the exact sequence
(4.11) 0 −→ ASB(M)
deg∗
−→ ASB(∆H ,M) −→ A
S
B(∆
0
H ,M) −→ 0.
Lemma 4.4. The well defined GB(F )
+-equivariant morphism
ev± : Aσ(I±,C) −→ AB(∆H ,C); ev
±(φ)(g)(τ) =
1
π
φ(f0)(τ, g),
makes the following diagram commutative
(4.12) 0 // AB(C(±1),C)
ι±
//
Id

Aσ(I±,C)
pr±
//
ev±

Aσ(D,C) //
ev±0

0
0 // AB(C)
deg∗
// AB(∆H ,C) // AB(∆0H ,C)
// 0,
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where the map Id : AB(C(±1),C)→ AB(C) is the natural identification as GB(F )+-
modules.
Proof. We compute that
ev±(ι±(f))(g)(τ) =
1
π
ι±(f)(f0)(τ, g) =
1
π
f(g)
(∫ π
0
dθ
)
= deg∗(f)(g)(τ).
Hence, deg∗ = ev± ◦ ι±. The existence of ev±0 follows from a diagram chasing. 
The corresponding morphism in cohomology
ev±0 : H
0(GB(F ),A
σ(D,C)U ) −→ H0(GB(F )
+,AB(∆
0
H ,C)
U ),
has also a geometric interpretation. Indeed, for any m =
∑
i niτi ∈ ∆
0
H and g ∈
GB(Fˆ ), we have the divisor (m, gU) =
∑
i ni(τi, gU) ∈ Div
0(YU ). By (4.10), we
have that
(4.13) ev±0 (φ)(g)(m) =
∫
(m,gU)
(ωφ ± ω¯φ).
Hence, ev−0 and ev
+
0 define the real and imaginary part, respectively, of the image
of (m, gU) ∈ Div0(YU ) under the Abel-Jacobi map.
4.2. Multiplicity one. Let Π be an automorphic parallel weight 2 representation
of GB(AF ), let Π
S be its restriction to GB(Fˆ
S), and let LΠ be its field of definition.
Thus, there is a smooth irreducible LΠ-representation V of GB(Fˆ
S), such that
ΠS ≃ V ⊗L C. For an extension L/LΠ and a smooth semi-simple L-representation
W of GB(Fˆ
S), we write WΠ for HomGB(FˆS)(Π
S ,W ) := HomGB(FˆS)(V ⊗LΠ L,W ).
Definition 4.5. A GB(Fˆ
S)-representation W over L is of automorphic type if W
is smooth and semi-simple and the only irreducible subrepresentations of W are
either the one-dimensional representations or the GB(Fˆ
S)-representations over L,
attached to automorphic representations of GB(AF ) with parallel weight 2 .
Let W be a GB(Fˆ
S)-representation over L of automorphic type. By strong
multiplicity one, WΠ is independent of the set S in the following sense: if S
′ ⊃ S
and US′ =
∏
v∈S′\S Uv is the open subgroup of GB(FS′) such that dim(Π
US′
S′ ) = 1,
then we have
HomGB(FˆS′)(Π
S′ ,WUS′ ) = HomGB(FˆS)(Π
S ,W ).
Proposition 4.6. Assume that the quaternion algebra B/F is either totally definite
or splits at a single archimedean place. Then, for any extension L/LΠ, the GB(Fˆ )-
representation Hq(GB(F ),AB(L)) is of automorphic type for all q ∈ Z. Moreover,
H0(GB(F ),AB(L))Π ≃ L and Hk(GB(F ),AB(L))Π = 0 (k 6= 0); if B totally definite
H1(GB(F ),AB(L))Π ≃ L and Hk(GB(F ),AB(L))Π = 0 (k 6= 1); otherwise.
Proof. Let U ⊂ GB(Fˆ ) be an open compact subgroup.
In the totally definite case, the double coset space XU = GB(F )\GB(Fˆ )/U
is a finite set of points. The group Hk(GB(F ),AB(L))U can be identified with
the singular cohomology of XU with coefficients in L. Thus, we deduce that
Hk(GB(F ),AB(L)) = 0 for k > 0. Moreover, H0(GB(F ),AB(L)) is in corre-
spondence with the set of modular forms φ : GB(F )\GB(AF )/UGB(F∞)→ C, for
some open compact subgroup U ⊂ GB(Fˆ ). This proves that Hk(GB(F ),AB(L)) is
of automorphic type and, by multiplicity one, H0(GB(F ),AB(L))Π = L.
In caseB splits at a single archimedean place σ, the groupsHk(GB(F )
+,AB(L)U )
can be identified with the singular cohomology of the Shimura curve XU with coef-
ficients in L. Thus, Hk(GB(F )
+,AB(L)) = 0, for k > 2, H0(GB(F )+,AB(L)) and
H2(GB(F )
+,AB(L)) contain only one-dimensional irreducible subrepresentations
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and, by Eichler-Shimura, H1(GB(F )
+,AB(L))Π = L ⊕ L. Moreover, the groups
Hk(GB(F )
+,AB(L)) come equipped with an action of GB(F )/GB(F )+ ≃ Z/2Z
given by conjugation. We can identify Hk(GB(F ),AB(L)) as the elements of
Hk(GB(F )
+,AB(L)) fixed byGB(F )/GB(F )
+. This implies thatHk(GB(F ),AB(L))
is of automorphic type and H1(GB(F ),AB(L))Π ≃ L. 
5. p-adic global distributions and measures
5.1. Definite anticyclotomic distributions. Let P be a prime ideal of F above
p write OP := OFP , and denote by Σ∞ the set of infinite places of F . Fixing an
open subgroup Γ ⊆ T (FP), we shall consider the p-adic abelian extension of K
associated with Γ, namely, the maximal abelian p-adic anticyclotomic Galois group
GΓK,P such that the Artin map ρA : T (AF )/T (F )→ G
Γ
K,P factors through Γ.
Remark 5.1. If, instead of anticyclotomic extensions of K, we want to consider
cyclotomic extensions of F , we only have to consider the trivial extensionK = F×F
(Notice that in this case T (F ) = F×). The formalism on the construction of the
cyclotomic p-adic L-function is completely analogous (see [24]).
Let B/F be a quaternion algebra that splits at P . Let (Π, VΠ) be an automor-
phic representation of GB(AF ), and let us identify VΠ with a subrepresentation of
H0(GB(F ),A(C)). Let also assume that (ΠP , VΠP ) ≃ (π
C
α, V
C
α ), where α = ±1 or
|α| = q. By the Tensor Product Theorem [10, Theorem 3.3.3], VΠ ≃
⊗′
v VΠv . Let
U ⊂ GB(Fˆ ) be an open compact subgroup satisfying dimC(
⊗′
v∤∞ VΠv )
U = 1 and
UP = GL2(OP ) or K0(̟). Write U = UP × UP . Again by the Tensor Product
Theorem, we have a G(FP )-equivariant morphism
(5.14) V Cα ≃ VΠP −→ V
UP
Π .
Remark 5.2. Note that the above morphism is not unique in general. Nevertheless,
since dimC(
⊗′
v∤∞ VΠv )
U = 1, this morphism is unique up to constant if VΠv is trivial
for all v | ∞. This will be the case when the quaternion algebra B is totally definite
and the automorphic representation Π is of parallel weight 2.
Assume that for every prime dividing the discriminant of B the extension K/F is
non-split. This implies that there exists a (fixed) embedding ı : K →֒ B. Hence, we
can consider T inside GB by means of ı. Let us also assume that T (Fˆ
P)∩UP = Γ.
We choose PP ⊂ GB(FP ), some conjugate of the group of upper triangular matrices,
in such a way that T (FP) 6⊂ PP . Let R ⊂ C be any ring (endowed with the discrete
topology) such that α ∈ R×. The map δT of (3.3) provides a T (FP)-equivariant
R-module morphism
(5.15) δ : Cc(T (FP), R)
δT−→ V Rα ⊆ VΠP
(5.14)
−→ V U
P
Π .
Finally, we define the distribution µΠK,P on G
Γ
K,P as follows: for g ∈ C(G
Γ
K,P ,C) =
Cc(GΓK,P ,C)0,∫
GΓ
K,P
g(γ)dµΠK,P(γ) := [HP : H ]
∫
T (AF )/T (F )
g(ρA(x))δ(1H)(x)d
×x,
where H ⊂ T (FP) is an open subgroup small enough that g ◦ ρA is H-invariant,
1H ∈ Cc(T (FP),Z) is the characteristic function of H , and HP is the maximal open
subgroup of T (FP). A simple computation shows that the above definition does not
depend on the choice of H .
In the cyclotomic setting, Leopoldt’s conjecture predicts that the maximal abelian
extension of F unramified outside∞ and p is isomorphic to Zp up to a finite group.
The following lemma describes the free part of the Galois group GΓK,P , and estab-
lishes a big difference between the cyclotomic and the anticyclotomic setting:
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Lemma 5.3. Let GΓK,P be the torsion subgroup of G
Γ
K,P . Then G
Γ
K,P = G
Γ
K,P×GK,P ,
where GK,P = Z
[FP :Qp]
p .
Remark 5.4. Observe that GK,P does not depend on Γ.
Proof. First note that the Artin map factors through T (Fˆ )/ΓT (F ). Since Γ ⊆
T (FˆP) is open, T (Fˆ )/Γ = T (FP)×T (FˆP)/Γ where T (FˆP)/Γ is discrete. Moreover,
(5.16) rankZ(O
×
K) =
1
2
[K : Q]− 1 = [F : Q]− 1 = rankZ(O
×
F ).
Hence T (F ) is a discrete subgroup of T (Fˆ ). We deduce that the Zp-rank of GΓK,P
coincides with the Zp-rank of O
×
K,P/O
×
F,P , which is clearly [FP : Qp]. 
From now on, we shall consider the distributions µΠK,P restricted to functions
supported on GK,P .
5.1.1. Waldspurger formula and interpolation properties. Let us consider (π, Vπ),
an irreducible cuspidal automorphic representation in L2(GL2(F )\GL2(AF )) with
trivial central character and parallel weight 2, and let χ be a finite character of
T (AF )/T (F ). Write L(s, πK , χ) for the Rankin-Selberg L-series associated with π,
χ and K. We also consider the finite sets of places of F
Σχπ : = {v : dim(HomT (Fv)(πv ⊗ χv,C)) = 0},(5.17)
Σˆχπ : = {v ∤∞ : dim(HomT (Fv)(πv ⊗ χv,C)) = 0}.(5.18)
Let B/F be a quaternion algebra with ramification set ΣB. For any place v of
F , denote by (πBv , VπBv ) the Jacquet-Langlands lift of the local representation πv
on GB(Fv) (if v 6∈ ΣB, then πBv = πv). We also consider the global Jacquet-
Langlands lift (πB , VπB ) of π on GB(AF ). Invoking again the Tensor Product The-
orem, (πB , VπB ) ≃ (
⊗′
v π
B
v ,
⊗′
v VπBv ). We define the following pairing on π
B
βπB ,χ =
ξ(2)
L(1, η)L(1, π, ad)
∏
v
απBv ,χv ,
where η : A×F /F
×NK/F (A
×
K)→ {±1} is the quadratic character associated with the
extension K/F and απBv are the local pairings defined in §3.3. The pairing βπB ,χ is
well-defined by Proposition 3.6. The following result is due to Waldspurger [28]:
Theorem 5.5 (Waldspurger). Assume that φ ∈ VπB corresponds to ⊗vfv ∈
⊗′
v VπBv
under the isomorphism πB ≃
⊗′
v π
B
v , then∣∣∣∣∣
∫
T (AF )/T (F )
χ(t)φ(t)d×t
∣∣∣∣∣
2
=
1
2
L(1/2, πK, χ)L(1, η)βπB ,χ(⊗vfv,⊗vfv).
Moreover, the above expression is 0 unless ΣB = Σ
χ
π.
By Saito-Tunnel (Proposition 3.5), if K does not split at some place σ | ∞, then
Σ∞ ⊆ Σχπ for every finite character χ. Since the C-vector space in C(GK,P ,C)
is generated by the set of finite characters with trivial component outside P , we
deduce the following direct consequence of the Waldspurger formula:
Corollary 5.6. The condition Σ1π\{P} = ΣB is necessary for the Jacquet-Langlands
lift πB and the distribution µπ
B
K,P to be non-zero. In particular, B is totally definite
and #(Σˆ1π \ {P}) + [F : Q] is even.
Remark 5.7. The above result implies that whenever #(Σˆ1π \ {P}) + [F : Q] is
odd we will not be able to construct non-zero anticyclotomic p-adic distributions of
GK,P using the previous procedure. In §5.4, we will explain a different procedure
to deal with this situation.
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Definition 5.8. Let (π, Vπ) be an irreducible cuspidal automorphic representation
in L2(GL2(F )\GL2(AF )) with trivial central character and parallel weight 2, and
assume that (πP , VπP ) ≃ (π
C
α, V
C
α ), where α = ±1 or |α|
2 = q. Under the assump-
tion that #(Σˆ1π \ {P})+ [F : Q] is even, we define µ
def
K,P to be the distribution µ
πD
K,P
of GK,P , where πD is the corresponding Jacquet-Langlands automorphic represen-
tation attached to the totally definite quaternion algebra D/F with ramification set
(Σˆ1π \ {P}) ∪ Σ∞.
Theorem 5.9 (Interpolation Property). There is a non-zero constant CK depend-
ing on K/F such that, for any continuous character χ : GK,P → C×,∣∣∣∣∣
∫
GK,P
χ(γ)dµdefK,P (γ)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
= CKC(πP , χP)
L(1/2, πK , χ)
L(1, π, ad)
,
where
C(πP , χP) =


L(1,πP ,ad)
L(1/2,πP ,χP)
, |α|2 = q,
1
L(−1/2,πP ,χP)
, α = ±1, χP |O×
KP
= 1,
qnχ
L(1/2,πP ,χP)
, α = ±1, χP |O×
KP
6= 1,
and nχ is the conductor of χP .
Proof. In order to define µπ
D
K,P , we have to choose a GD(FP )-equivariant morphism
V Cα → V
UP
πD , which is unique up to constant by Remark 5.2. Assume that δ(1H)
corresponds to
⊗
v fv ∈
⊗′
v VπDv under the isomorphism of the Tensor Product
Theorem. Thus, fv ∈ V
Uv
πDv
is a generator of VπDv as C[GD(Fv)]-module for all
v ∤∞P , and fP = δT (1H). We compute that∣∣∣∣∣
∫
GK,P
χ(γ)dµdefK,P(γ)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
= [HP : H ]
2
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
T (AF )/T (F )
χ(ρA(t))δ(1H)(t)d
×t
∣∣∣∣∣
2
= Cφ[HP : H ]
2L(1/2, πK, χ)
L(1, π, ad)
απP ,χP (δT (1H), δT (1H)),
where Cφ =
1
2ξ(2)
∏
v 6=P απDv ,χv (fv, fv). Since χ is a character of GK,P , the com-
ponents χv at v 6= P are trivial. By Proposition 3.5, the choice of the quaternion
algebra ensures that απDv ,χv (fv, fv) 6= 0 for v 6= P , thus Cφ 6= 0. By Corollary 3.17,
απP ,χP (δT (1H), δT (1H)) = kTC(πP , χP)vol(H)
2,
for some non-zero constant kT depending on T (FP). Finally, the result follows from
the fact that vol(H)[HP : H ] = vol(HP) is a fixed constant. 
Sometimes it is more convenient to compute the square of the integral rather
than the square of its absolute value. Although it is not complicated to compute
such square, we have preferred to compute the absolute value in order to have more
analogy with the indefinite setting. Recent results by P-C. Hung compute explicitly
such square when U = Γ0(n) and we have a fixed morphism (5.14) provided by a
given newform (see [19] for more details).
5.2. Cohomological interpretation of µdefK,P . We showed in the proof of Lemma
5.3 that T (F ) is a discrete subgroup in T (Fˆ ). The Artin map provides an isomor-
phism GΓK,P ≃ T (Fˆ )/T (F )Γ, for some open compact subgroup Γ ⊂ T (Fˆ
P). Hence,
for any Hausdorff topological ring R, we have an injection
(5.19) ∂ : C(GK,P , R) →֒ H0(T (F ), Cc(T (Fˆ )/Γ, R)).
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Moreover, the natural map
(5.20)
Cc(T (FP), R)⊗R Cc(T (Fˆ
P)/Γ, R)0
≃
−→ Cc(T (Fˆ )/Γ, R); (fP ⊗ f
P) 7−→ fP · f
P ,
is an isomorphism and, since T (FˆP)/Γ is discrete, any fP ∈ Cc(T (Fˆ
P)/Γ, R)0 can
be written as a finite combination of characteristic functions of T (FˆP)/Γ.
Since the representation (πD, VπD ) satisfies (π
D
P , VπDP ) ≃ (π
C
α, V
C
α ), equation
(5.14) provides an element φ ∈ HomGD(FP )(V
C
α ,AD(C)
UP ) = APD(V
C
α ,C)
UP , which
is unique up to constant by Remark 5.2. Since πD is an automorphic representation,
φ ∈ H0(GD(F ),APD(V
C
α ,C)
UP ).
Lemma 5.10. We have a natural isomorphism
Hk
(
GD(F ),A
P
D
(
Ind
GD(FP )
Up
1R/I, R
))
≃ Hk(GD(F ),A
P
D
(
Ind
GD(FP)
Up
1R′/I, R
′
)
⊗R′R),
for any ideal I ⊆ Ind
GD(FP)
Up
1R′ , any k ∈ N and any flat ring homomorphism
R′ → R.
Proof. Let φ ∈ Hk
(
GD(F ),A
P
D
(
Ind
GD(FP)
Up
1R/I, R
))
. By Remark 4.1,
APD
(
Ind
GD(FP)
Up
1R/I, R
)
≃ HomGD(FP)
(
Ind
GD(FP)
Up
1R/I,AD(R)
)
Moreover, φ(1Up) ∈ H
k(GD(F ),AD(R′)) ⊗R′ R by Lemma 4.2, hence the result
follows. 
Since V Lα = Ind
GD(FP)
Up
1L/(T − a) (L = C or Q¯) by Lemma 3.1, the above result
implies that we can assume that φ ∈ H0(GD(F ),APD(V
Q¯
α , Q¯)
UP ). The T (FP)-
equivariant Q¯-module morphism
δT : Cc(T (FP), Q¯) −→ V
Q¯
α ,
provides a T (F )-equivariant morphism
(5.21)
κ : APD(V
Q¯
α ,Cp)
UP −→ Cc(T (Fˆ )/Γ,Cp)
∨
0 ; 〈κ(φ), fP⊗f
P〉 :=
∑
x∈T (FˆP)/Γ
fP(x)φ(x)(δP (fP)).
We deduce that ∫
GK,P
g(γ)dµdefK,P(γ) = κ(resφ) ∩ ∂g,
where res : H0(GD(F ),APD(V
Q¯
α , Q¯)) → H
0(T (F ),APD(V
Q¯
α , Q¯)) is the restriction
map.
5.3. Heegner points and Gross-Zagier-Zhang formula. Let B/F now be a
quaternion algebra that splits at a single archimedean place σ, and admitting an
embedding K →֒ B.
Assume that the automorphic representation π admits a Jacquet-Langlands lift
πB toGB . Since π has parallel weight 2, dimCH
0(GB(F ),Aσ(D,C))πB = 1. Hence,
for some open compact subgroupU ⊂ GB(Fˆ ), there exists φ ∈ H
0(GB(F ),A
σ(D,C))U
that generates πB |GB(Fˆ ). Moreover, φ is unique up to constant.
We have explained how φ defines an holomorphic differential form ωφ ∈ Ω1YU/C,
and since π is cuspidal, in fact ωφ ∈ Ω1XU/C. Let Ω
1
XU
be the cotangent space of
XU/F , and let Ω
1
X be the Q-vector space
Ω1X = lim−→
U
Ω1XU ⊂ lim−→
U
Ω1YU/C ≃ H
0(GB(F ),A
σ(D,C)).
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This is a Q-representation of GB(Fˆ ) that decomposes as Ω
1
X = ⊕ρ, where ρ are
irreducible Q-representations. There exists an irreducible Lπ-representation ρπ ⊂
Ω1X such that
ρπ ⊗Lπ C ≃ π
B |GB(Fˆ ), ρπ ⊗Q C = ⊕τ∈Gal(Lπ/Q)
τπB |GB(Fˆ ),
where τπB = ρπ ⊗τ(Lπ) C ⊂ H
0(GB(F ),Aσ(D,C)). After scaling conveniently, we
can assume that ωφ ∈ ρπ. The above equation allows to embed ρπ in different
C-representations τπB |GB(Fˆ ). For all τ ∈ Gal(Lπ/Q), we write
τωφ for the image
of ωφ. The Z-module
Λπ :=
{(∫
c
τωφ
)
τ∈Gal(L/Q)
, c ∈ H1(XU ,Z)
}
⊂ L⊗Q C ≃ C
[L:Q],
defines a lattice. Moreover, the complex torus (L ⊗Q C)/Λπ defines an abelian
variety of GL2-type A defined over F such that End
0(A) = Lπ. The Abel-Jacobi
map
(5.22) AJ : Div0(XU ) −→ A(C); m 7−→
(∫
m
τωφ
)
τ∈Gal(Lπ/Q)
mod Λπ,
provides, in fact, a morphism Jac(XU )→ A defined over F . Since we are interested
in points up to torsion, write A0(M) = A(M) ⊗End(A) Lπ, for any field M . Hence
A0(C) ≃ (Lπ ⊗Q C)/Λ0π, where Λ
0
π = Λπ ⊗Z Q.
We write ∆ = Z[H] and ∆0 = ker(deg : ∆ → Z). Let us consider the morphism
λπ : AB(∆0,C) −→ AB(∆0, A0(C)) given by
λπψ(m, g) = 1⊗ ψ(m, g) mod Λ
0
π ∈ (L⊗Q C)/Λ
0
π ≃ A
0(C).
Recall the morphisms ev±0 : A
σ(D,C)→ AB(∆0,C) of Lemma 4.4. Thus, the com-
position of ev0 := ev
+
0 +ev
−
0 and λπ provides a morphism of GB(Fˆ )-representations
over Lπ:
ϕ : ρπ −→ H
0(GB(F )
+,AB(∆
0, A0(C))), hence ϕ ∈ H0(GB(F )
+,AB(∆
0, A0(C)))πB .
Let us consider the Lπ-module A
0(C), and the exact sequence (4.11)
0 −→ AB(A
0(C)) −→ AB(∆, A
0(C)) −→ AB(∆
0, A0(C)) −→ 0.
This provides an exact sequence in cohomology
H0(GB(F )
+,AB(A
0(C)))πB −→ H
0(GB(F )
+,AB(∆, A
0(C)))πB −→
−→ H0(GB(F )
+,AB(∆
0, A0(C)))πB
∂
−→ H1(GB(F )
+,AB(A
0(C)))πB .
Lemma 5.11. We have that H0(GB(F )
+,AB(A0(C)))πB = 0. Moreover, ∂ϕ = 0.
Proof. Note that A0(C) is a free Lπ-module of infinite rank, hence the first claim
follows from the fact that H0(GB(F )
+,AB(Lπ))πB = 0 (proof of Proposition 4.6).
On the other side, we know that ρπ is generated by ωφ ∈ ρUπ . Thus, if we prove
that ∂(ϕ(ωφ)) = 0 the assertion will follow.
By Remark 4.3, we have that
∂(ϕ(ωφ)) = λπ(∂
+φ+ ∂−φ) = λπ
(
C+(ωφ) + C
−(ωφ)
)
,
under the identifications given in §4.1.1. For all c ∈ H1(XU ,Z),
C+(ωφ)(c) + C
−(ωφ)(c) = 2
(∫
c
τωφ
)
τ
∈ Λπ.
Hence, the result follows. 
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The above Lemma implies that there exists a unique ϕ¯ ∈ H0(GB(F )+,AB(∆, A0(C)))πB
extending ϕ. Let us describe ϕ¯(ωφ) geometrically in two different ways: On the one
hand,
ϕ¯(ωφ) : H×GB(Fˆ ) −→ XU (C) −→ A
0(C)
can be described as the extension of the composition of the F -morphism ι : XU →
Jac(XU ), given by a suitable multiple of the Hodge class (resp., of the cusp at
infinity if B = M2(Q)), with the modular parametrization Jac(XU ) → A. Indeed,
on the degree zero divisors,
ϕ¯(ωφ)(z1− z2, g) = λπ ◦ (ev
−
0 + ev
+
0 )(ωφ)(z1− z2, g) =
(∫ (z2,gU)
(z1,gU)
τωφ
)
τ
mod Λπ,
by (4.13). On the other hand, let HU = (Ind
GB(Fˆ )
U 1Z)
U be the Hecke algebra of
compactly supported and U -bi-invariant functions. By Frobenius reciprocity, HU
acts on the 1-dimensional space ρUπ , providing a morphism of algebras
λ : HU −→ Lπ, λ(T )ωφ = T ∗ ωφ, for all T ∈ HU .
let L be a prime of F such that UL ≃ GL2(OFL)/O
×
FL
, and the class of L is trivial
in Fˆ×/N(U)F+, where N : (B ⊗F Fˆ )× → Fˆ× is the norm map. Write
V := TL − (ℓ+ 1)1U ∈ HU , TL = 1UgℓU , gℓ =
(
̟ℓ
1
)
,
where ωℓ ∈ OFL is an uniformizer and ℓ = #(OFL/ωℓ). Notice that λ(V) =
aL − ℓ− 1, where |aL| ≤ ℓ
1/2, hence λ(V) 6= 0.
Lemma 5.12. For any (z, gU) ∈ Div(XU ),
V ∗ (z, gU) = vol(U)−1
∫
GB(Fˆ )
V(h)(z, ghU)dh ∈ Div0(XU ).
Proof. Since B is a quaternion algebra that splits at a single archimedean place,
the norm map induces an isomorphism GB(F )
+\GB(Fˆ )/U ≃ F+\Fˆ×/N(U). We
compute,
V ∗ (z, gU) = vol(U)−1
∑
[a]∈F+\Fˆ×/N(U)
∫
N−1([a])
V(h)(z, ghU)dh
=
(
vol(U)−1
∫
U
V(h)(γghz)dh, ggℓU
)
,
where γgh ∈ GB(F )+ satisfies γ
−1
gh ggℓU = ghU . By definition, the divisor
vol(U)−1
∫
U
V(h)(γghz)dh ∈ Z[H]
has degree zero, hence V ∗ (z, gU) ∈ Div0(XU ). 
Then,
(5.23) ϕ¯(ωφ)(z, g) = λ(V)
−1AJ(V ∗ (z, gU)),
where AJ is the Abel-Jacobi map of (5.22). Moreover, the above description does
not depend on V .
Let τK ∈ H be the unique point such that tτK = τK , for all t ∈ K×. Such τK
defines a GB(F )
+-equivariant monomorphism Ind
GB(F )
+
K× 1Z →֒ ∆. Restricting ϕ¯ we
obtain,
ΦT : ρπ −→ H
0(GB(F )
+,Coind
GB(F )
+
K× AB(A
0(C))) = H0(K×,AB(A
0(C))).
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Shimura’s reciprocity law asserts that the image of ΦT (ωφ) lies in A
0(Kab), where
Kab is the maximal abelian extension of K, and the Galois action of Gal(Kab/K)
is given by
ρA(t)ΦT (ωφ)(g) = ΦT (ωφ)(tg), t ∈ Kˆ
×/K×, g ∈ GB(Fˆ ),
where ρA : Kˆ
×/K× → Gal(Kab/K) is the Artin map. Thus,
ΦT ∈ H
0(K×,AB(A
0(Kab)))πB .
In analogy with §5.1.1, we consider the pairing on πB |GB(Fˆ )≃
⊗′
v∤∞ VπBv
βˆπB ,χ =
ξ(2)
L(1, η)L(1, π, ad)
∏
v∤∞
απBv ,χv ,
and let us also consider the Neron-Tate pairing on A:
〈 , 〉 : A(Q¯)×A(Q¯) −→ R.
By Galois and Hecke equivariance, the Neron-Tate pairing provides a Kˆ×/K×-
invariant Hermitian pairing 〈 , 〉 on A0(Kab) ⊗Lπ C. Write |Q|
2 := 〈Q,Q〉 and
ΣˆB = {v ∈ ΣB, v ∤∞}.
Theorem 5.13 (Gross-Zagier-Zhang). For any finite character χ and any ⊗vfv ∈⊗′
v∤∞ VπBv we have∣∣∣∣∣
∫
T (Fˆ )/T (F )
χ(t)ΦT (⊗vfv)(t)d
×t
∣∣∣∣∣
2
= L′(1/2, πK , χ)L(1, η)βˆπB ,χ(⊗vfv,⊗vfv).
Moreover, the above expression is 0 whether ΣˆB 6= Σˆχπ.
Proof. The expression is 0 whether ΣˆB 6= Σˆχπ by Proposition 3.6. The expression is
a reformulation of the Gross-Zagier-Zhang formula that can be found in [29]. We
leave the details to the reader.

5.4. Indefinite anticyclotomic distributions. As above, let (π, Vπ) be an irre-
ducible cuspidal automorphic representation in L2(GL2(F )\GL2(AF )) with trivial
central character and parallel weight 2, and assume that (πP , VπP ) ≃ (π
C
α, V
C
α ),
where α = ±1 or |α| = q.
In contrast with Definition 5.8, we assume that #(Σˆ1π \ {P}) + [F : Q] is odd.
Let B be the quaternion algebra with ramification set (Σˆ1π \ {P})∪ (Σ∞ \ σ), for a
fixed archimedean place σ. Let πB be the corresponding Jacquet-Langlands lift to
GB.
The previous conditions imply that B admits an embedding ı : K →֒ B, that
we fix once for all. As above, let U = UP × UP ⊂ GB(Fˆ ) be an open compact
subgroup such that dimC
(⊗′
v∤∞ π
B
v
)U
= 1 and UP = GL2(OP ) or K0(̟). We
have constructed a morphism of GB(Fˆ )-representations
ΦT :
′⊗
v∤∞
πBv ≃ π
B |GB(Fˆ )−→ H
0(T (F ),AB(A
0(Kab)⊗Lπ C)).
Let R ⊂ C be any ring (endowed with the discrete topology) such that α ∈ R×. In
analogy with the definite situation, we consider the T (FP)-equivariant morphism
(5.24) δˆ : Cc(T (FP), R)
δT−→ V Rα ⊆ VπB
P
−→

 ′⊗
v∤∞
πBv


UP
.
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Write Γ = T (FˆP) ∩ UP . Similarly as above, we decompose GΓK,P = G
Γ
K,P × GK,P ,
where GΓK,P is its torsion subgroup. By Lemma 5.3, GK,P ≃ Z
[FP :Qp]
p does not de-
pend on Γ. We will consider the anticyclotomic distributions of functions supported
on GK,P . For g ∈ C(GK,P ,C), we define∫
GΓ
K,P
g(γ)dµindK,P (γ) := [HP : H ]
∫
T (Fˆ )/T (F )
g(ρA(t))ΦT (δˆ(1H))(t)d
×t ∈ A0(Kab)⊗LπC,
where H ⊂ T (FP) is an open compact subgroup small enough that g ◦ ρA is H-
invariant. Since ΦT ◦ δˆ is T (FP)-equivariant, one proves that this definition does
not depend on H , exactly the same way as in the definite setting.
Remark 5.14. By Theorem 5.13, a necessary condition for the Jacquet-Langlands
lift πB and the above expression to be non-zero is precisely that the ramification
set of B is (Σˆ1π \ {P}) ∪ (Σ∞ \ σ).
Theorem 5.15 (Interpolation Property). There is a non-zero constant CK depend-
ing on K/F such that, for any continuous character χ : GK,P → C
×,∣∣∣∣∣
∫
GK,P
χ(γ)dµindK,P(γ)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
= CKC(πP , χP)
L′(1/2, πK , χ)
L(1, π, ad)
,
where
C(πP , χP) =


L(1,πP ,ad)
L(1/2,πP ,χP)
, |α|2 = q,
1
L(−1/2,πP ,χP)
, α = ±1, χP |O×
KP
= 1,
qnχ
L(1/2,πP ,χP)
, α = ±1, χP |O×KP
6= 1,
and nχ is the conductor of χP .
Proof. The proof is completely analogous to the proof of Theorem 5.9, if the Wald-
spurger formula (Theorem 5.5) is replaced by the Gross-Zagier-Zhang formula (The-
orem 5.13). 
5.5. Cohomological interpretation of µindK,P . Recall that ρπ⊗LC ≃ π
B |GB(Fˆ )≃⊗′
v∤∞ π
B
v . Notice that the composition
Ind
GB(FP)
UP
1Q¯/(TP − aP)Ind
GB(FP)
UP
1Q¯
≃
−→ V Q¯α −→

 ′⊗
v∤∞
πBv


UP
≃
(
πB |GB(Fˆ )
)UP
sends f to
∑
g∈GB(FP)/UP
f(g)g ∗ωφ. Since ΦT (ωφ) ∈ H0(T (F ),AB(A0(Kab))), we
deduce that the image of
(5.25) V Q¯α −→
(
πJL |GB(Fˆ )
)UP ΦT−→ H0(T (F ),AB(A0(Kab)⊗Lπ C)UP )
lies in H0(T (F ),AB(A0(Kab)⊗Lπ Q¯)
UP ). Given the fixed embeddings Lπ →֒ Q¯ →֒
Cp, let
logp = logωφ : A
0(Kab)⊗Lπ Q¯ −→ Cp.
be the formal group logarithm attached to the differential ωφ ∈ Ω1XU . Notice that
the formal group logarithm extends to the whole A(Kab) because, for any P ∈
A(Kab), there is n ∈ N such that nP lies in the subgroup of points reducing to the
identity section. Composing with such a formal logarithm, we obtain a morphism
(5.26) V Q¯α −→ H
0(T (F ),AB(A
0(Kab)⊗Lπ Q¯)
UP ) −→ H0(T (F ),AB(Cp)
UP ).
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From now on, we also denote by µindK,P ∈ Dist(GK,P ,Cp) (by abuse of notation)
the p-adic distribution∫
GK,P
g(γ)dµindK,P(γ) := [HP : H ]
∫
T (Fˆ )/T (F )
g(ρA(t)) logp
(
ΦT ◦ δˆ(1H)(t)
)
d×t.
Thus µindK,P ∈ Dist(GK,P ,Cp) can be interpreted as the logarithm of the correspond-
ing (A0(Kab)⊗Lπ C)-valued distribution.
Analogously to §5.2, equation (5.26) provides an element logφ ∈ H0(T (F ),APB(V
Q¯
α ,Cp)
UP ).
If we recall the T (FP)-equivariant morphism κ : APB(V
Q¯
α ,Cp)
UP → Cc(T (Fˆ )/Γ,Cp)∨0
of (5.21), we deduce that∫
GK,P
g(γ)dµindK,P(γ) = κ(log φ) ∩ ∂g.
5.6. p-adic measures and p-adic L-functions. Let π be a cuspidal automorphic
representation of GL2 with parallel weight 2 and a trivial central character.
In the definite case (#(Σ1π \ {P}) + [F : Q] even), we have constructed the
distribution µdefK,P defined by
g ∈ C(GK,P ,Cp)0 7−→ κ(resφ) ∩ ∂(g),
where φ ∈ H0(GD(F ),A
P
D(V
Q¯
α , Q¯)
UP ) is some generator of the Jacquet-Langlands
lift to the totally definite quaternion algebra D.
In the indefinite case (#(Σ1π \ {P}) + [F : Q] odd), we have constructed the
distribution µindK,P defined by
g ∈ C(GK,P ,Cp)0 7−→ κ(logφ) ∩ ∂(g),
where logφ ∈ H0(T (F ),APB(V
Q¯
α ,Cp)
UP ) has been obtained from the p-adic formal
logarithm of Heegner points associated with K on the Shimura curve attached to a
quaternion algebra B that splits at a single place.
Definition 5.16. We say that π is P-ordinary if πP is of the form V Cα where
α ∈ O×Cp ∩ Q¯.
Proposition 5.17. If π is P-ordinary then both µdefK,P and µ
ind
K,P are p-adic mea-
sures.
Proof. Write G = GD or GB depending if we are in the definite or indefinite setting.
Let O¯ := Q¯ ∩ OCp , V
O¯ := Ind
G(FP)
UP
1O¯/(TP − aP)Ind
G(FP)
UP
1O¯ ⊂ V
C
α and write
W := {ψ ∈ AP∗ (V
Q¯
α ,Cp)
UP : ψ(T (FˆP))(v) ⊆ OCp , for all v ∈ V
O¯}, ∗ = B,D.
We claim that, if ψ is in the image of the natural monomorphism
H0(T (F ),W)⊗OCp Cp −→ H
0(T (F ),AP∗ (V
Q¯
α ,Cp)
UP ),
then the distribution g 7→ κ(ψ) ∩ ∂(g) is a p-adic measure. Indeed, by (5.19), the
restriction of ∂ provides an isomorphism
∂ : C(GΓK,P ,OCp)0
≃
−→ H0(T (F ), Cc(T (Fˆ )/Γ,OCp)0).
Moreover, by (5.20), Cc(T (Fˆ )/Γ,OCp)0 ≃ Cc(T (FP),OCp)0⊗OCpCc(T (Fˆ
P)/Γ,OCp)0.
Since α ∈ O¯× (ordinary), by Lemma 3.4 there exists a fixed λ ∈ O¯ such that the
restriction of the morphism κ of (5.21) factors through
κ :W −→ λ−1Cc(T (Fˆ )/Γ,OCp)
∨
0 ,
where λ−1Cc(T (Fˆ )/Γ,OCp)
∨
0 := HomOCp (Cc(T (Fˆ )/Γ,OCp)0, λ
−1OCp). We con-
clude that, for any ψ ∈ H0(T,W), the map g 7→ κ(ψ) ∩ ∂(g) is a distribution in
Dist(GK,P , λ−1OCp). The claim follows from (2.1).
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In the definite case, ψ = resφ, where φ ∈ H0(GD(F ),APD(V
Q¯
α , Q¯)
UP ). Let v0 =
[1UP ] ∈ V
O¯. Note that φ(v0) is an automorphic form on a totally definite quaternion
algebra, hence its image is a finite set of values. This implies that, after scaling,
we can assume that φ(v0) has values in O¯. Since V O¯ = O¯[G(FP )]v0, we deduce
that φ(f) has values in O¯, for any f ∈ V O¯. This implies that resφ ∈ H0(T (F ),W),
hence µdefK,P ∈Meas(GK,P ,Cp).
In the indefinite case, ψ = logφ. By (5.23),
(log φ)(g)(gPv0) = logp ◦(ΦT (ωφ)(gP , g)) = λ(V)
−1(logp(AJ(V ∗ (τE , (gP , g)U)))),
where g ∈ GB(FP), gP ∈ GB(FP ) ((gP , g) ∈ GB(Fˆ )), V is some auxiliary Hecke
operator, and AJ is the Abel-Jacobi map (5.22). By Shimura’s reciprocity law,
ρA(Γ)ΦT (ωφ)(GB(FP )× T (Fˆ
P)) = ΦT (ωφ)(GB(FP )× T (Fˆ
P)).
Thus, the Galois action on λ(V)ΦT (ωφ)(GB(FP )×T (FˆP)) ⊂ A(Kab) factors through
GΓK,P . This implies that
λ(V)ΦT (ωφ)(GB(FP )× T (Fˆ
P)) ⊆ A(KΓ), where Gal(KΓ/K) = GΓK,P .
Let KΓP ⊂ Cp be the local field extension generated by K
Γ, let PΓ above P be its
maximal ideal and let k be its residue field. Since GΓK,P = GK,P × G
Γ
K,P , where
GΓK,P is finite and GK,P is the Galois group of an extension totally ramified at P , k
is finite. Note that the formal logarithm (after normalization) is given by a formal
series in O¯[[t]]. We have the exact sequence
0 −→ GA(P
Γ) −→ A(KΓP)
red
−→ A(k) −→ 0,
where GA is the formal group of A and A(k) is finite. This implies that the set
logp(A(K
Γ
P)) has bounded denominators. We conclude that there exists λ
′ ∈ Cp
such that logp(λ(T )ΦT (ωφ)(GB(FP ) × T (Fˆ
P))) ⊆ (λ′)−1OCp . Again, since V
O¯ =
O¯[GB(FP )]v0,
(logφ)(T (FˆP ))(V O¯) = (logφ)(T (FˆP))(O¯[G(FP )]v0)
= λ(V)−1O¯(logp(λ(V)ΦT (ωφ)(GB(FP )× T (Fˆ
P))))
⊆ λ(V)−1(λ′)−1OCp .
Thus, logφ ∈ H0(T (F ),W)⊗OCp Cp and µ
ind
K,P ∈Meas(GK,P ,Cp). 
Hence, in the P-ordinary case, µdefK,P , µ
ind
K,P ∈ Meas(GK,P ,Cp) define elements
LdefP (πK) and L
ind
P (πK) in the Iwasawa algebra ΛCp = OCp [[GE,P ]] ⊗OCp Cp, called
(anticyclotomic) p-adic L-functions. Interpolation properties (Theorem 5.9 and
Theorem 5.15) and the vanishing of the local factor L(0, πP , 1)
−1 when πP is the
Steinberg representation (α = 1), show the appearance of what are known as Ex-
ceptional Zeros. In terms of Iwasawa algebras, this means that both LdefP (πK) and
LindP (πK) lie in the augmentation ideal I := ker(deg), where
deg : ΛCp ≃Meas(GK,P ,Cp) −→ Cp, µ 7−→
∫
GK,P
dµ.
Corollary 5.18 (Exceptional Zero). Assume that πP is Steinberg. Then the p-adic
L-functions satisfy
L•P(πK) ∈ I = ker(deg), • = def, ind,
in both definite and indefinite cases.
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5.7. Explicit interpolation properties. The aim of this section is to compute
the constants appearing in the interpolation formulas of µdefK,P and µ
ind
K,P , under
certain conditions, and for a fixed morphism (5.14) provided by a given newform.
Let π be a Hilbert automophic representation of parallel weight 2, level K0(n),
and trivial central character. Let dK/F be the discriminant of K over F .
Assumption 5.19. We assume that gcd(n, dK/F ) is square free.
Then we have that n = Pnn′ for n ∈ {0, 1}, where n′ is prime-to-P . Write n0 = n′,
K is inert at P , or n0 = n, otherwise. Depending we are in the definite or indefinite
setting, we consider the Jacquet-Langlands lift πD or πB . I claim that there exists
an order On0 in the corresponding quaternion algebra D or B containing OK and
with reduced discriminant n0. Indeed, we can fix a maximal order O1 containing
OK and, by local conditions, an ideal N0 ⊂ OK such that NK/F (N0)·disc(O1) = n0.
We define On0 = OK +N0O1. Thus, there exists a unique up to constant newform
φ ∈ (πD)U (respectively (πB)U ), where U = Oˆ×n ⊆ Oˆ
×
n0
and we have an equality if
n = 0 or K is not inert at P . Such newform φ fixes the morphism
δ : Cc(T (FP), R) −→ V
UP
πD ,
of (5.15) in the definite case.
Observe that δ(g)v ∈ (πD)Uv and δˆ(g)v ∈ (πB)Uv , for any g ∈ Cc(T (FP), R).
Hence we proceed to compute
Cv :=
βπBv ,χv (fv, fv)
〈fv, fv〉
, fv ∈ (π
B
v )
Uv ,
for v 6= P and χv unramified, which is independent of the choice of fv.
Assume that K is inert at v. In this case T (Fv) = O
×
Kv
/O×Fv . Since O
×
Kv
⊂ Uv, we
have that T (Fv) acts trivially on fv. This implies
Cv =
∫
T (Fv)
χv(t)〈πv(t)fv, fv〉d×t
〈fv, fv〉
=
∫
T (Fv)
d×t = vol(T (Fv)),
since χv is also trivial.
Assume K is ramified at v. By the assumption 5.19, the representation πv is either
spherical or special. Hence if Bv = M2(Fv), we can apply the results obtained in
§3. Notice that T (Fv) = (̟KO
×
Kv
/O×Fv )× (O
×
Kv
/O×Fv) and fv is O
×
Kv
-invariant. By
Proposition 3.12 and Proposition 3.13, we have that
Cv =
(∫
T (Fv)
fv(t)χv(t)d
×t
)(∫
T (Fv)
f∗v (t)χv(t)d
×t
)
∫
T (Fv)
fv(t)f∗v (t)d
×t
,
where f∗v = fv, if πv is spherical, and f
∗
v = Λ(fv), if πv is special.
We can choose ̟K such that ̟
2
K = ̟, hence
̟K =
(
a b
c −a
)
=
(
−̟c a
c
)(
−1
1 −ac
)
, a2 + bc = ̟.
Note that there exists a constant C such that
fv
((
t1 x
t2
)
g
)
=
{
Cα
νv(t2/t1)
v ,
Cα
νv(t2/t1)
v 1K0(̟)(g),
g ∈ K0(1).
Since a/c ∈ OFv because a
2 + bc = ̟, we deduce that fv(̟K) = Cα
−1
v , if πv is
spherical, and fv(̟K) = 0, if πv is special. Using the same techniques as in §3, we
deduce
Cv =
{
(1+α−1v χv(̟K))(1+αvq
−1
v χv(̟K))
1+q−1v
vol(T (Fv)) =
L(1/2,πv,χv)ξv(2)
L(1,πv,ad)
vol(T (Fv)), πv spherical
1−αvχv(̟K)
2 vol(T (Fv)), πv special
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In the special case, we are under the assumption that HomT (Fv)(πv ⊗ χv,C) 6= ∅,
hence αvχv(̟K) = −1 and Cv = vol(T (Fv)).
If Bv is now a quaternion algebra, we have the other situation αvχv(̟K) = 1.
Notice that the corresponding Jacquet-Langlands representation satisfies πJL(̟K)fv =
αvfv. Thus,
Cv =
∫
T (Fv)
χv(t)〈πv(t)fv, fv〉d
×t
〈fv, fv〉
= (1 + χv(̟v)αv)vol(O
×
Kv
/O×Fv) = vol(T (Fv)).
Assume that K splits at v. Note that in this case Bv = M2(Fv) and T (Fv) ≃ F×v a
conjugation of the diagonal torus, hence it is of the form
T (Fv) =
{(
t+ α(t − 1) α(α+1)c (1− t)
c(t− 1) 1 + α(1 − t)
)
t ∈ F×v
}
,
for some α, c ∈ Fv, with c 6= 0 because T (Fv) intersects trivially with the Borel
subgroup of upper triangular matrices T0. Notice that(
t+ α(t− 1) α(α+1)c (1− t)
c(t− 1) 1 + α(1− t)
)
= A−1
(
t
1
)
A = B−1
(
1
t
)
B,
A =
(
−1 αc
c −α− 1
)
, B =
(
−1 α+1c
−c α
)
,
Since OKv ⊆ GL2(OFv ), we deduce that α,
α(α+1)
c ∈ OFv and c ∈ n0. Hence, we
can assume αc ∈ OFv and thus A ∈ K0(n0) (otherwise we use the other expression
and the matrix B).
Let us consider the K0(n0)-invariant Whittaker function Wv : GL2(Fv) → C of
πv normalized so that Wv(dFv ) = 1, where dFv is a generator of the discriminant
DFv (see [10, §4.4]). Thus,
Cv〈Wv,Wv〉 =
∫
T (Fv)
χv(t)〈πv(t)Wv,Wv〉d
×t =
∫
T0
χv(t)〈πv(tA)Wv, πv(A)Wv〉d
×t.
Since πv(A)Wv =Wv, we compute
Cv〈Wv,Wv〉 =
∫
T0
χv(t)
∫
T0
Wv(τt)Wv(τ)d
×τd×t =
∣∣∣∣
∫
T0
χv(t)Wv(t)d
×t
∣∣∣∣
2
.
Moreover, by [10, Proposition 4.7.5] and [18, §2.4]∣∣∣∣
∫
T0
χv(t)Wv(t)d
×t
∣∣∣∣
2
= L
(
1
2
, πK,v, χv
)
·N(DFv ).
At the prime P. In this part we will compute the inner product 〈fP , fP〉, where
fP ∈ (Vα)
UP is such that fP(1) = 1. In order to simplify things, we choose the
Haar measure of T (FP) so that the image of O
×
KP
has volume 1, as in §3.5. Recall
that
〈fP , fP〉 = cT
∫
T (FP)
fP(t)f∗P(t)d
×t,
where f∗P = fP , if |α|
2 = q, or f∗P = Λ(fP), if α = ±1.
Proposition 5.20. If |α|2 = q, we have that
〈fP , fP〉 = cT · q
ns · (1 + q−1) · L(1, ηP) =


cT , T (FP) is inert;
cT · qns ·
1+q−1
1−q−1 , T (FP) is split;
cT · (1 + q−1), T (FP) is ramified,
where ns = max{n ∈ N : OK ⊂ On0Pn}.
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If α = ±1, we have that
〈fP , fP〉 = −cT C¯T ·q
2nT−1·L(1, ηP)
2 =


−cT C¯T · q2nT−1
1
(1+q−1)2 , T (FP) is inert;
−cT C¯T · q2nT−1
1
(1−q−1)2 , T (FP) is split;
−cT C¯T · q2nT−1, T (FP) is ramified.
where nT is the constant introduced in Theorem 3.15.
Proof. Note that, if |α|2 = q and T (FP) inert, then fP = δ(1T (FP)). Hence
〈fP , fP〉 = cT .
If |α|2 = q and T (FP) splits, we have seen above that we can assume that
T (FP) =
{
A
(
t
1
)
A−1
}
, for some A =
(
a b
c d
)
∈ K0(1).
Hence,
〈fP , fP〉 = cT
∫
T (FP)
∣∣∣∣fP
(
A
(
t
1
)
A−1
)∣∣∣∣
2
d×t = cT
∫
T (FP )
∣∣∣∣fP
(
at b
ct d
)∣∣∣∣
2
d×t.
Writing D = ad− bc ∈ O×FP , we have(
at b
ct d
)
=
(
D
c at
ct
)(
−1
1 dct
)
=
(
Dt
d b
d
)(
1
ct
d 1
)
.
Hence, if n0 := ν(d/c) and writing n = ν(t),
〈fP , fP〉 = cT

∑
n<n0
q2ν(c)+n +
∑
n≥n0
q2ν(d)−n

 = cT · qν(c·d)
(
1 + q−1
1− q−1
)
.
If |α|2 = q and T (FP) ramifies, we have seen above that
T (FP) = (̟KO
×
KP
/O×FP )×(O
×
KP
/O×FP ), fP(O
×
KP
/O×FP ) = 1, and fP(̟KO
×
KP
/O×FP ) = α
−1.
Thus, 〈fP , fP〉 = cT · (1 + q−1).
If α = ±1 and T (FP) is inert, we have that K0(1) ∩ K
×
P = O
×
KP
= (OFP +
βOFP )
×, but K0(1) ∩ K
×
P = (OFP + ̟βOFP )
×. Hence fP |T (FP )= 1H1 , where
Hn = (OFP +̟
nβOFP )
×)/O×FP . We compute
〈fP , fP〉 = cT
∫
H1
Λ(fP)(t)d
×t = cT C¯T
∫
H1
∫
T (FP )
θT (s)(y) · fP(y−1t)d
×yd×t
∣∣∣∣∣
s=0
= cT C¯T
∫
H1
∫
H1
|c(t)|2s−2d×yd×t
∣∣∣∣
s=0
=
cT C¯T
q + 1
∑
n≥1
q(nT+n)(2−2s)vol(Hn \Hn+1)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
s=0
= cT C¯T q
2nT
q(q − 1)
(1 + q)2(1 − q)
.
since vol(H1) = (1 + q)
−1 and vol(Hn \Hn+1) = (q + 1)−1q−n(q − 1).
If α = ±1 and T (FP) splits, we have seen above that we can assume that
T (FP) =
{
A
(
t
1
)
A−1
}
, for some A =
(
a b
c d
)
∈ K0(P).
Hence, since fP |K0(1)= 1K0(P) and ν(d) = 0, we have
fP(t) = fP
(
at b
ct d
)
=
{
αn, n = ν(t) > −ν(c) = nT
0, otherwise.
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Thus,
〈fP , fP〉 = cT
∑
n>nT
αn
∫
̟nO×
KP
Λ(fP)(t)d
×t
= cT C¯T
∑
n>nT
αn
∫
O×
KP
∫
T (FP)
θT (s)(y) · fP(̟ny−1t)d
×yd×t
∣∣∣∣∣
s=0
= cT C¯T
∑
n>nT
∑
m<n−nT
∫
̟mO
F
×
P
∣∣∣∣ yc2(y − 1)2
∣∣∣∣
1−s
d×y
∣∣∣∣∣∣
s=0
= cT C¯T q
nT (2−2s)
∑
n>nT
∑
N>nT−n
qN(s−1)
∣∣∣∣∣
s=0
= cT C¯T q
2nT
1
(1− q−1)(1 − q)
.
If α = ±1 and T (FP) ramifies, we have seen above that fP(O
×
KP
/O×FP ) = 1 and
fP(̟K) = 0. Hence, with the notations of §3,
〈fP , fP〉 = cT
∫
O×KP
Λ(fP)(t)d
×t = cT C¯T
∫
O×KP
∫
T (FP )
θT (s)(y) · fP(y−1t)d
×yd×t
∣∣∣∣∣
s=0
= cT C¯T ·
∫
O×KP
∣∣∣∣det(t)c(t)2
∣∣∣∣
1−s
d×y
∣∣∣∣∣
s=0
= cT C¯T ·
∑
n≥0
q(2−2s)(nT+n)vol(Hn \Hn+1)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
s=0
= −cT C¯T · q
2nT−1.

Interpolation formulas. Applying the above result and Corollary 3.17, Theorem 5.5,
we obtain that∣∣∣∣∣
∫
GK,P
χ(γ)dµdefK,P (γ)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
=
C
2
·ξ(2)·Cinert ·Cram ·e(πP , χP)·
L(1/2, πK, χ)
L(1, π, ad)
·
∏
v
〈fv, fv〉,
where
C = 〈fP , fP〉 · vol(O
×
KP
/O×FP ) ·
∏
v split
ξv(1)L(1, πv, ad)
〈Wv,Wv〉ξv(2)
·N(DFv )
∏
v nonsplit
vol(T (Fv)),
Cinert =

 ∏
v|disc(Bv), inert
1
ξv(1)

 , Cram =

 ∏
v ram, v|n′
1
L(1/2, πv, χv)

 ,
e(πP , χP) =


L(1,πP ,ad)
qns ξP(1)L(1/2,πP ,χP )
, if |α|2 = q,
ξP (1)q
−1
ξP (2)L(−1/2,πP ,χP)
, if α = ±1, χP |O×KP
= 1,
ξP(1)q
nχ−1
ξP (2)L(1/2,πP ,χP)
, if α = ±1, χP |O×
KP
6= 1.
Similarly, applying the above result, Corollary 3.17, and Theorem 5.13, we obtain∣∣∣∣∣
∫
GK,P
χ(γ)dµindK,P (γ)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
= C ·ξ(2)·Cinert ·Cram ·e(πP , χP)·
L′(1/2, πK , χ)
L(1, π, ad)
·
∏
v
〈fv, fv〉.
Moreover, these expressions do not depend on the choice of the newform or the the
Haar measure. But we can apply the explicit Waldspurger and Gross-Zagier-Zhang
formulas given in [31, Theorem 6.1, Theorem 7.1] for a suitable special case in order
to compute the terms 〈fv, fv〉, 〈Wv,Wv〉 and vol(T (Fv)). We obtain the following
result:
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Theorem 5.21. Let N be the level of the Eichler order On′ , and write
Kram :=
∏
v ram, v|N
ξv(1)
ξv(2)
=
∏
v ram, v|N
1
L(1/2, πv, χv)
.
In the indefinite case we have that∣∣∣∣∣
∫
GK,P
χ(γ)dµindK,P (γ)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
=
√
N(dK/F )
2d+1
·Kram · e(πP , χP) ·
L′(1/2, πK , χ)
‖ f ‖2
,
where f is the corresponding Hilbert newform, and ||f ||2 is computed using the
invariant measure on the Hilbert variety induced by dxdy/y2 on H. In the definite
case, if we choose the newform φ to be of norm 1, then∣∣∣∣∣
∫
GK,P
χ(γ)dµdefK,P (γ)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
=
√
N(dK/F )
2d
·Kram · e(πP , χP) ·
L(1/2, πK , χ)
‖ f ‖2
.
6. Automorphic L-invariants
Let (π, Vπ) be an automorphic representation of GL2(AF ) of parallel weight 2
with a trivial central character, and assume that (πP , VπP ) is the Steinberg repre-
sentation (πC1 , V
C
1 ). Let us assume that P splits in K.
6.1. Extensions of the Steinberg representation. The main references in this
section are [24, §2.7] and [2]. Recall that the Steinberg representation V C1 is defined
by means of the exact sequence
0 −→ Cφ0 −→ V¯
C
1 −→ V
C
1 −→ 0,
where φ0(g) = 1 for all g ∈ GL2(FP ). For any topological ring R, we defined in
§3.1 its R-valued analogue (πR, V R) := (πR1 , V
R
1 ).
Fix en embedding K×P →֒ GL2(FP ). Since K
×
P splits, there are two eigenvectors
v1, v2 ∈ F 2P and two eigenvalue morphisms
λ1, λ2 : K
×
P −→ F
×
P ,
such that tvi = λi(t)vi and det(t) = λ1(t)λ2(t), for all t ∈ K
×
P . We fix the iso-
morphism ψ : T (FP)
≃
→ F×P provided by t 7→ λ1(t)/λ2(t). Notice that we have the
map
(6.27) ϕ : GL2(FP ) −→ P
1(FP ); g =
(
a b
c d
)
7−→
−d
c
,
that identifies PP\GL2(FP) with P1(FP). If K
×
P 6⊂ PP , the restriction of ϕ provides
an injection
ϕ : T (FP) →֒ P
1(FP ), such that P
1(FP) \ ϕ(T (FP)) = {x1, x2},
where x1 and x2 ∈ P1(FP ) correspond to the spaces generated by v1 and v2, re-
spectively. Since ϕ(1) = ∞ ∈ ϕ(T (FP )), the points xi 6= ∞ can be seen as values
in FP . If Pxi := ϕ
−1(xi) ⊆ GL2(FP), we have the maps
Λi : GL2(FP) \ Pxi −→ F
×
P ;
(
a b
c d
)
7−→ d+ xic.
It is easy to check that Λi(gt) = Λi(g)λi(t), for all t ∈ K
×
P . Let H ⊂ T (FP) be the
maximal open subgroup. Thus T (FP)/H ≃ ̟Z for some ̟ ∈ T (FP). Assume that
x1 = limxn∈̟nH xn in P
1(FP ) and let U = x1 ∪
⋃
n∈N̟
nH .
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Let ℓ : F×P → R be any continuous group homomorphism. Then, we can define
the cocycle cℓ ∈ H1(GL2(FP ), V R) associated with the extension of R[GL2(FP )]-
modules
(6.28) 0 // V R
φ 7→(φ,0)
ι
// E (ℓ)
π
(φ,y) 7→y
// R // 0,
where
E (ℓ) :=
{
(φ, y) ∈ C(GL2(FP ), R)× R : φ
((
t1 x
t2
)
g
)
= φ(g) + ℓ(t2)y
}
/Rιφ0,
with G-action g ∗ (φ, y) = (g ∗ φ, y) and g ∗ φ(h) = φ(hg). Note that the above
sequence is exact, since π is surjective, indeed, we can define (φ1, 1) ∈ E (ℓ), where
φ1(g) =
{
ℓ (Λ2(g)) , ϕ(g) ∈ U,
ℓ (Λ1(g)) , ϕ(g) 6∈ U.
Remark 6.1. The above definition of E (ℓ) differs from the one given in [24], for
example, where the extensions introduced there are of the form
E (ℓ)∗ :=
{
(φ, y) ∈ C(GL2(FP ), R)×R : φ
((
t1 x
t2
)
g
)
= φ(g) + ℓ
(
t2
t1
)
y
}
/Rιφ0.
It is easier to show that these extensions have trivial action of the center. But notice
that there is an isomorphism
E (2ℓ) −→ E (ℓ)∗; (φ, y) 7−→ (φ− yf0, y), f0(g) := ℓ(det(g)),
that is GL2(FP)-equivariant since we are taking quotients by Rιφ0. Thus, both
approaches are almost equivalent.
Remark 6.2. The identification PP\GL2(FP ) ≃ P1(FP) provides an R-module
isomorphism V¯ R1 ≃ C(P
1(FP ), R). Thus, we can consider V
R
1 = V
R as a quotient
of C(P1(FP ), R).
Proposition 6.3. Write ℓ˜ := ℓ ◦ ψ : T (FP) → R. The restriction res(cℓ) ∈
H1(T (FP), V
R) coincides with the cocycle
res(cℓ) = zℓ˜; zℓ˜(t) := (1− t)ℓ˜1U ∈ C(P
1(FP ), R).
Proof. We compute res(cℓ)(x), for x ∈ P1(FP ),
res(cℓ)(t)(x) = t ∗ φ1(gx)− φ1(gx) = φ1(gxt)− φ1(gx),
for any choice gx ∈ ϕ
−1(x). Since φ1(g) = ℓ (Λ1(g)) + ℓ
(
Λ2(g)
Λ1(g)
)
1U (ϕ(g)), we have
res(cℓ)(t)(x) = ℓ (Λ1(gxt))− ℓ (Λ1(gx)) + (1− t)ℓ˜1U (x)
= ℓ (λ1(t)) + (1− t)ℓ˜1U (x) = ℓ (λ1(t)) 1P1(x) + (1− t)ℓ˜1U (x),
since ℓ
(
Λ1(gx)
Λ2(gx)
)
coincides with ℓ˜(t) whenever x = ϕ(t) with t ∈ T (FP). The result
follows because the constant function ℓ (λ1(t)) 1P1(x) corresponds to ℓ (λ1(t))φ0
under the identification of Remark 6.2. 
6.2. L-invariants. As in §4.2, let L/Lπ be any field field extension endowed with
the discrete topology. Let B/F be a quaternion algebra that splits at P and ad-
mitting a Jacquet-Langlands lift πB. Remark 4.1 implies that
(6.29) Hk(GB(F ),A
P
B(V
L, L))πB ≃ H
k(GB(F ),AB(C))πB .
Let cord ∈ H1(GB(F ), V Z) be the restriction of the class associated with the
continuous morphism ord : F×P → Z (here the ring Z is considered with the discrete
topology).
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Proposition 6.4. The cup product by cord provides an isomorphism of 1-dimensional
L-vector spaces
Hk(GB(F ),A
P
B(V
L, L))πB
∪cord−→ Hk+1(GB(F ),A
P
B(L))πB ,
where k = 0, if B is definite, and k = 1, if B splits at a single archimedean place.
Proof. The proof is completely analogous to [24, Lemma 5.2 (b)]. 
Remark 6.5. Since PP\GL2(FP ) ≃ P1(FP ), we can identify V R0 := V
R
1,0 with
Cc(FP , R)0 and V
R with C⋄(FP , R), both inside C(P
1(FP ), R).
The above remark implies that there is a canonical pairing
(6.30) 〈 , 〉 : APB(V
OCp
0 ,OCp)⊗OCp Cp × V
Zp −→ APB(Cp),
since HomOCp (V
OCp
0 ,OCp) is identified with a space of bounded distributions. More-
over, if we equip V Zp with the action of GB(F ) provided by the inclusion GB(F ) →֒
GL2(FP )/F
×
P , the above pairing is GB(F )-equivariant.
Recall that, by Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 5.10, we can identify
Hk(GB(F ),A
P
B(V
Q¯,Cp)) ≃ H
k(GB(F ),A
P
B(V
OCp
0 ,OCp)⊗OCp Cp).
Given a continuous homomorphism ℓ : F×P → Zp, the cup product by cℓ ∈ H
1(GB(F ), V
Zp)
on the πB-isotypic component induces a morphism
(· ∪ cℓ)πB : H
k(GB(F ),A
P
B(V
Q¯,Cp))πB −→ H
k+1(GB(F ),A
P
B(Cp))πB ,
where k = 0 if B is definite, and k = 1 if B splits at a single archimedean place. By
Proposition 6.4, both Hk(GB(F ),APB(V
Q¯,Cp))πB and H
k+1(GB(F ),APB(Cp))πB
are one-dimensional Cp-vector spaces with a fixed isomorphism (· ∪ cord)πB .
Definition 6.6. Given a continuous group homomorphism ℓ : F×P → Zp, the
automorphic L-invariant associated with ℓ and πB is the unique LP(πB , ℓ) ∈ Cp
such that
(· ∪ cℓ)πB = LP (π
B, ℓ)(· ∪ cord)πB .
We expect this automorphic L-invariant to depend only on the representation π
and not on the Jacquet-Langlands lift πB.
Conjecture 6.7. Let B/F and D/F be two quaternion algebras over F that are
either definite or split at a single archimedean place, but both split at P. Then we
have that
LP(π
B , ℓ) = LP (π
D, ℓ),
for any continuous morphism ℓ : F×P → Zp.
Remark 6.8. We can define LP(πB , ℓ) for any quaternion algebra B/F that splits
at P . In this case, the automorphic representation πB lies inHk(GB(F ),APB(V
Q¯,Cp)),
where k is the number of archimedean places where B splits. Hence, we can refor-
mulate the previous conjecture for any pair of quaternion algebra that split at P
(see [15, Definition 2.5]).
Conjecture 6.7 has been recently proven in [15] under certain technical assump-
tions.
For the rest of the section let us assume that B is a quaternion algebra that
splits at a single place. The restriction map identifies H1(GB(F ),APB(V
Q¯,Cp))
with the subspace of H1(GB(F )
+,APB(V
Q¯,Cp)) fixed by GB(F )/GB(F )
+. Write
H1(GB(F )
+,APB(V
Q¯,Cp))
− for the subspace such that the non-trivial element of
G(F )/G(F )− acts as −1. The proof of Proposition 4.6 shows that
H1(GB(F )
+,APB(V
Q¯,Cp))
−
πB
= H1(GB(F )
+,AB(Cp))
−
πB
≃ Cp.
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Moreover, the analogous result to Proposition 6.4 shows that
∪cord : H
1(GB(F )
+,APB(V
Q¯,Cp))
−
πB
−→ H2(GB(F )
+,APB(Cp))
−
πB
,
is an isomorphism of 1-dimensional Cp-vector spaces. The following result shows
that in fact the same L-invariant is obtained when using these new cohomology
groups.
Proposition 6.9. Given a group homomorphism ℓ : F×P → Zp, we have that
(· ∪ cℓ)πB = LP(π
B , ℓ)(· ∪ cord)πB
in Hom
(
H1(GB(F )
+,APB(V
Q¯,Cp))
−
πB , H
2(GB(F )
+,APB(Cp))
−
πB
)
.
Proof. The result is clear for ℓ = λ ·ord, for some λ ∈ Cp. Thus, it remains to prove
it for ℓ = logσ = log ◦σ, where log : C
×
p → Cp is the p-adic logarithm sending p to 0,
and σ : FP →֒ Cp. For F = Q, it is proved in [9, Corollaire 5.1.3] using completed
cohomology.
Recent results on the uniqueness of Breuil’s L-invariant allow us to mimic the
arguments given in [9] in order to prove the result for arbitrary totally real field
F . Let L := −LP(πB, logσ), and write logσ,L for the p-adic logarithm such that
logσ,L(p) = L and logσ,L |OF,P= logσ. In [13], the set of Qp-analytic vectors
in E (2 logσ,L) are denoted by Σ(L) = Σ(2, 0; 1,L) (see Remark 6.1). Note that
logσ,L = logσ −Lord, hence c2 logσ,L = 2clogσ − 2Lcord. Thus, by definition,
(· ∪ c2 logσ,L)πB = 0.
This implies that the exact sequence (6.28) provides a surjective morphism
HomGB(FP)(Σ(L), Hˆ
1(GB(F )
+,AB(L)))πB −→ H
1(GB(F )
+,APB(V
L, L))πB ,
where L is the localization of the field of definition Lπ and Hˆ
1(GB(F )
+,AB(L)) =
lim
←−n
H1(GB(F )
+,AB(OL/̟n))⊗OLL is the completed cohomology. By [13, Corol-
lary 4.7] the element L coincides with Breuil’s L-invariant, and its definition does
not depend on the on the sign of the action of GB(F )/GB(F )
+, thus the result
follows. 
6.3. Geometric L-invariants. In this section we show that, in the definite setting,
automorphic L-invariants coincide with the geometric L-invariants defined below.
During the paper review process F. Bergunde and L. Gehrmann informed us that
in [2] they prove this result using similar techniques.
Recall that A is the abelian variety of GL2-type associated with π, and let A
∨ be
its dual abelian variety. Since π is Steinberg at P , the abelian varieties A and A∨
have purely multiplicative reduction at P , hence they admit the following analytic
description: There is a pairing (determined up to canonical isomorphism)
X × Y
j
−→ F×P ,
where X and Y are free abelian groups of rank d = [L : Q], and j is a bi-
multiplicative mapping such that the composition ordP ◦ j tensored with Q gives a
perfect duality of Q-vector spaces
(6.31) X ⊗Q× Y ⊗Q
ordP◦j
−→ Q,
moreover, such that there is a pair of exact sequences of Gal(Q¯p/FP)-modules (X
and Y endowed with trivial Galois action)
0 −→ X −→ Hom(Y, Q¯×p )
tA−→ A(Q¯p) −→ 0(6.32)
0 −→ Y −→ Hom(X, Q¯×p )
tA∨−→ A∨(Q¯p) −→ 0(6.33)
where the morphisms on the left are induced by j.
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Let OLπ ⊂ Lπ be the endomorphism ring of A (and A
∨). Thus, X and Y are
OLπ -modules and j(αx, y) = j(x, αy) for all x ∈ X , y ∈ Y and α ∈ OLπ . The
non-degenerate pairing (6.31) provides an isomorphism of 1-dimensional Lπ-vector
spaces
α : X ⊗Q −→ Hom(Y ⊗Q,Q)
Given a continuous morphism ℓ : F×P → Zp, we consider the corresponding bilinear
pairing
X ⊗Qp × Y ⊗Qp
ℓ◦j
−→ Qp,
and the corresponding homomorphism of Lπ ⊗Qp modules (free of rank 1)
βℓ : X ⊗Qp −→ HomQp(Y ⊗Qp,Qp).
Hence there exist LP(A, ℓ)′ ∈ L⊗Qp such that
βℓ = LP(A, ℓ)
′αp,
where αp = α⊗ 1 : Y ⊗Qp → HomQp(X ⊗Qp,Qp). We define LP(A, ℓ) ∈ Cp to be
the image of LP(A, ℓ)′ under the homomorphism Lπ ⊗Qp → Cp given by the fixed
embedding Q¯ →֒ Cp.
Assume we are in the definite case (D/F is a definite quaternion algebra that
splits at P and admitting a Jacquet-Langlands lift πD), hence πD is generated by
an automorphic form φ ∈ H0(GD(F ),AD(OLπ)
U ). Since OLπ ≃ Z
d, φ can be seen
as φ = (φi)i=1,··· ,d, where φi ∈ H0(GD(F ),AD(Z)U ). Since πP is Steinberg, each
φi define an element fi ∈ H0(GD(F ),APD(V
Z,Z)U
P
).
Fix g ∈ GD(FP). Since V R is the quotient of the space C(P1(FP ), R) mod-
ulo the subspace generated by 1P1(FP), we can interpret fi(g) ∈ Hom(V
Z,Z) as
a distribution of P1(FP) with integral values and such that
∫
P1(FP)
dfi(g) = 0.
Hence, it makes sense to consider the corresponding multiplicative integral. Let
Hp(Q¯p) := P
1(Q¯p) \ P1(FP ) be the p-adic Poincare´ hyperplane, write ∆P = Z[HP ],
equipped with the natural degree morphism deg : ∆P → Z, and let ∆0P be the
kernel of deg. We can identify Y with the Z-module generated by the {fi}i=1,··· ,d.
Similarly as in §4.1.1, we define evp(φ) ∈ H0(GD(F ),APD(∆
0
P ,Hom(Y, Q¯
×
p ))
UP ) by
evp(φ)(g)(z1 − z2)(fi) := ×
∫
P1(FP)
(
z2 − t
z1 − t
)
dfi(g)(t), g ∈ GD(Fˆ
P), z1, z2 ∈ HP .
Note that, in this situation, we also have the exact sequence given by the degree
map deg:
(6.34)
0 −→ APD(Hom(Y, Q¯
×
p ))
deg∗
−→ APD(∆P ,Hom(Y, Q¯
×
p )) −→ A
P
D(∆
0
P ,Hom(Y, Q¯
×
p )) −→ 0.
We consider the image of evp(φ) under the connection morphism
H0(GD(F ),A
P
D(∆
0
P ,Hom(Y, Q¯
×
p ))
UP )
∂
−→ H1(GD(F ),A
P
D(Hom(Y, Q¯
×
p ))
UP ).
Using the p-adic uniformization of the Shimura curve XU and Manin-Drinfeld The-
orem on the Jacobian of Mumford curves (see [12]), one can show that, in fact,
∂(evp(φ)) ∈ H
1(GD(F ),A
P
D(X)
UP ).
Proposition 6.10. Let ℓ : F×P → Zp be a continuous homomorphism. We have
that
fi ∪ cℓ = βℓ(∂(evp(φ)))(fi) ∈ H
1(GD(F ),A
P
D(Cp)
UP ),
for any i = 1, · · · , d.
Proof. Let ℓ¯ : Q¯×p → Q¯p be any extension of ℓ, namely a continuous additive
morphism such that ℓ¯ |F×
P
= ℓ (one can always find such an extension composing ℓ
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with the norm map on each finite extension of FP and dividing by the corresponding
degree). For any z ∈ Hp, we have the class of (cℓ¯(z), 1) ∈ E (ℓ), where
cℓ¯(z)
(
a b
c d
)
= ℓ¯ (cz + d) ,
It is easy to check that
cℓ¯(z)(hg) = cℓ¯(gz)(h) + cℓ¯(z)(g), g, h ∈ GD(FP).
Since the function h 7→ cℓ¯(z)(g) is obviously constant, we deduce that g(cℓ¯(z), 1) =
(cℓ¯(gz), 1), for all g ∈ GD(FP ).
Let f˜i ∈ APD(E (ℓ), Q¯p) be any pre-image of fi ∈ H
0(GD(F ),APD(V
Z,Z)). Hence,
for all γ ∈ GD(F ) and all g ∈ GD(Fˆ
P ),
(fi ∩ cℓ)(γ)(g) = γf˜i(g)(cℓ¯(z), 1)− f˜i(g)(cℓ¯(z), 1)
= fi(g)(cℓ¯(γ
−1z)− cℓ¯(z)) + bi(γ)(g)
≡
∫
P1(FP )
ℓ¯
(
γ−1z − t
z − t
)
dfi(g)(t) = ℓ¯
(
evp(φ)(g)(γ
−1z − z)(fi)
)
= βℓ(∂(evp(φ)))(fi)(γ)(g),
where bi corresponds to the 1-coboundary bi(γ) = (1 − γ)f˜i(cℓ¯(z), 1). Hence the
result follows. 
This proposition implies that the automorphic L-invariant LP(πD, ℓ) coincides
with the geometric L-invariant LP (A, ℓ) in the definite setting. Such a claim in the
indefinite setting is equivalent to Conjecture 6.7.
6.4. L-invariants and Heegner points. Throughout this section, assume that
B is a quaternion algebra that splits at a single archimedean place σ. Let φ ∈
H0(GB(F ),Aσ(D,C))U be a generator of πB |G(Fˆ ), corresponding to a differential
form ωφ ∈ Ω1XU of the cotangent space of XU/F . Recall that the abelian variety of
GL2-type A associated with π is provided by the complex torus
A(C) ≃ (C⊗Q L)/Λπ, Λπ =
{(∫
c
τωφ
)
τ∈Gal(Lπ/Q)
, c ∈ H1(XU ,Z)
}
.
Fix an embedding K →֒ B, and let τK ∈ H as in §5.3. Let ∆T = Z[GB(F )+τB ] ≃
Ind
GB(F )
+
T (F ) 1Z be the set of divisors supported on GB(F )
+τK , and ∆
0
T = ker(deg :
∆T → Z) the set of degree zero divisors.
Let
H1(XU ,Z)
± := {c ∈ H1(XU ,Z); c¯ = ±c},
where c¯ is the complex conjugated path. Then, we have that
I±π :=
{
C±(ωφ)(c) =
(∫
c
τωφ
)
τ∈Gal(L/Q)
, c ∈ H±1 (XU ,Z)
}
is a OLπ -module locally free of rank 1. It is clear that I
+
π + I
−
π ⊆ Λπ has finite
index. Moreover, we have the following surjective morphisms with finite cokernel,
W+/I+π −→ A(R) := A(C)
+, W−/I−π −→ A(C)
−,
where W± = I±π ⊗R ⊆ C⊗Lπ is the subspace where complex conjugation acts by
±1, and analogously for A(C)±.
Since I±π ⊗Q = LπΩ
±
π , for some Ω
±
π ∈ C⊗Q Lπ, the exact sequences
0 −→ Lπ −→W
+ −→ A0(R) −→ 0, 0 −→ ∆0T −→ Ind
GB(F )
+
T (F ) 1Z −→ Z −→ 0,
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provide the commutative diagram:
(6.35)
H0(GB(F )
+,AB(A
0(R)))

// H1(GB(F )
+,AB(Lpi))
res

H0(T (F ),AB(W
+)) //

H0(T (F ),AB(A
0(R)))

d2
// H1(T (F ),AB(Lpi))
r

H0(GB(F )
+,AB(∆
0
T ,W
+)) //
d1

H0(GB(F )
+,AB(∆
0
T , A
0(R))) //

H1(GB(F )
+,AB(∆
0
T , Lpi))
H1(GB(F )
+,AB(W
+))
p1
// H1(GB(F )
+,AB(A
0(R)))
Moreover, we have an analogous commutative diagram for A(C)−. The evalua-
tion ev+0 (4.12) of
τωφ, τ ∈ Gal(Lπ/Q), gives rise to an element ϕ ∈ H
0(GB(F )
+,AB(∆
0
T ,W
+))
such that d1(ϕ) 6= 0 (see Lemma 4.4) and p1 ◦ d1(ϕ) = 0 (see Lemma 5.11). Hence,
we obtain ϕ¯ ∈ H0(T (F ),AB(A0(R)))πB , which is unique becauseH
0(GB(F )
+,Af (A0(R)))πB =
0. We claim that d2(ϕ¯) 6= 0. Indeed, if d2(ϕ¯) = 0 then there should exists some
pre-image of ϕ in H0(T (F ),AB(W+)), and this contradicts the fact that d1(ϕ) 6= 0.
A similar diagram chasing argument shows that r ◦ d2(ϕ¯) = 0. Thus, there exists
φ+1 ∈ H
1(GB(F )
+,AB(Lπ))πB such that res(φ
+
1 ) = d2(ϕ¯).
The analogous commutative diagram for A(C)− produces an element ϕ¯− ∈
H0(T (F ),AB(A0(C)−))πB , such that res(φ
−
1 ) = d
−
2 (ϕ¯
−), for some φ−1 ∈ H
1(GB(F )
+,AB(Lπ))πB ,
where
d−2 : H
0(T (F ),AB(A
0(C)−)) −→ H1(T (F ),AB(Lπ)),
is analogous to d2. By Remark 4.3, it is clear that φ
±
1 ∈ H
1(GB(F )
+,AB(Lπ))
±
πB
.
By equation (5.23) and Shimura’s reciprocity law, ϕ¯ + ϕ¯− defines, in fact, an
element of ΦT ∈ H0(T (F ),AB(A(Q¯)) ⊗OLπ Lπ)πB . Rescaling the generator φ ∈
πB |GB(Fˆ ) if necessary, we can always assume that ΦT (φ) ∈ H
0(T (F ),AB(A(Q¯))).
Since πBP is Steinberg, we have that φ ∈ GB(FP )φ ≃ V
OLπ . Hence ΦT (φ) defines
an element ΦT |V OLπ ∈ H
0(T (F ),APB(V
OLπ , A(Cp))). By means of such identifica-
tions, we consider
ΦT ∈ H
0(T (F ),APB(V
OLπ , A(Cp))⊗ Lπ)πB .
Notice that, multiplication by pn provides the following exact sequence of T (F )-
modules
(6.36)
0 −→ APB(V
OLπ , A[pn](Q¯)) −→ APB(V
OLπ , A(Cp))
pn
−→ APB(V
OLπ , A(Cp)) −→ 0.
Since Λπ/p
nΛπ ≃ A[pn](Q¯), we obtain the connection morphism
dn : H0(T (F ),APB(V
OLπ , A(Cp))) −→ H
1(T (F ),APB(V
OLπ ,Λπ/p
nΛπ)),
for all n ∈ N. It is easy to check that
(6.37) dn(ΦT |V OLπ ) = Ω
+
π d2(ϕ¯ |V OLπ ) + Ω
−
π d
−
2 (ϕ¯
− |V OLπ ) mod p
n.
Recall that the abelian variety A(Cp) ≃ Hom(Y,C×p )/X , for some locally free
OL-modules of rank one X and Y . Since α : X ⊗ Q → Hom(Y ⊗ Q,Q) is an
isomorphism, we can identify the image of A(Cp) in A
0(Cp) = A(Cp)⊗ Lπ (killing
all the torsion) with the image of the composition
Hom(Y,OCp)
(expp)∗
→֒ Hom(Y,C×p )/X ≃ A(Cp) −→ A
0(Cp),
where expp : OCp → C
×
p is the p-adic exponential morphism. Hence, we can assume
that ΦT |V OLπ ∈ H
0(T,APf (V
OLπ ,Hom(Y,OCp))).
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Given a continuous homomorphism ℓ : F×P → Zp, we consider cℓ ∈ H
1(GB(FP), V
Zp)
as above. Since Hom(V OLπ ,Hom(Y,OCp)) can be interpreted as a space of bounded
distributions, the cup product by cℓ provides following commutative diagram
H0(T (F ),APB(V
OLπ ,Hom(Y,OCp)))
dn
//
∪cℓ

H1(T (F ),APB(V
OLπ ,Λπ/p
nΛπ))
∪cℓ

H1(T (F ),APB(Hom(Y,OCp)))
dn1
// H2(T (F ),APB(Λπ/p
nΛπ))
Let LP (πB, ℓ)′ ∈ Lπ ⊗Qp be the element whose components are LP((πB)τ , ℓ), τ ∈
Gal(Lπ/Q). The above commutative diagram together with (6.37) and Proposition
6.9 imply that
dn1 (ΦT |V OLπ ∪cℓ) = LP(π
B , ℓ)′dn1 (ΦT |V OLπ ∪cord).
Since ker(dn1 ) = p
nH1(T (F ),APB(A(Cp))) by (6.36), the image of ΦT |V OLπ ∪cℓ −
LP(πB , ℓ)′
(
ΦT |V OLπ ∪cord
)
in H1(T (F ),APB(Hom(Y,OCp/p
nOCp))) is 0 for all n.
We conclude that
ΦT ∪ cℓ = LP(π
B , ℓ)′ (ΦT ∪ cord) .
When we apply logωφ the formal group logarithm attached to the differential ωφ,
we recover the component corresponding to the fixed embedding Q¯ →֒ Q¯p. Hence
(6.38) logωφ(ΦT ∪ cℓ) = LP(π
B , ℓ)
(
logωφ(ΦT ∪ cord)
)
.
7. Exceptional zero phenomenon in the split case
The aim of the rest of the paper is to compute the class of LdefP (πK) and L
ind
P (πK)
in I/I2 in the presence of the Exceptional Zero phenomenon and in case K splits
at P . We will invoke Corollary 2.2 and so such class will be characterized by the
integrals∫
GK,P
ℓdµ•K,P = κ(ψ•) ∩ ∂(ℓ), • = def, ind, ψdef := resφ, ψind := logφ,
for all ℓ ∈ HomZp(GK,P ,Zp) = G
∨
K,P .
Let H be the maximal open compact subgroup of T (FP) ≃ F
×
P . We have the
exact sequence
0 −→ H −→ T (FP)
ord
−→ Z −→ 0.
Then we can consider the real manifold M = R × T (FˆP)/Γ with the following
natural action of T (F ):
T (F )×M −→M ; (t, (x, tP )) 7−→ (x+ ord(ιP (t)), ι
P (t)tP ).
Since we can identify H0(M,Z) with Cc(T (Fˆ
P)/Γ,Z), we can consider the fun-
damental class ϑ of the oriented compact manifold M/T (F ) as an element of
H1(T (F ), Cc(T (Fˆ
P)/Γ,Z)) by means of the identifications
ϑ ∈ H1(M/T (F ),Z) = H1(T (F ), H0(M,Z)) = H1(T (F ), Cc(T (Fˆ
P)/Γ,Z)).
Let ℓ : GK,P → Zp be a continuous group homomorphism (ℓ ∈ C(GK,P ,Zp)
not necessarily locally constant). It corresponds to a continuous homomorphism
ℓˆ : T (Fˆ ) → Zp that factors through ΓT (F ). Let ℓP : T (FP) → Zp and ℓ
P :
T (FˆP)→ Zp be its corresponding restriction to T (FP) and T (FˆP). By topological
reasons, ℓP = 0. Let F be a fundamental compact domain for T (Fˆ )/Γ under the
action of T (F ). Hence ∂ℓ = [ℓˆ1F ], where [ℓˆ1F ] ∈ H0(T (F ), Cc(T (Fˆ )/Γ,Zp)) is the
image of ℓˆ1F and 1F ∈ Cc(T (Fˆ )/Γ,Z) is the characteristic function of F . As above,
we consider the natural injections ιP : T (F ) →֒ T (FP) and ιP : T (F ) →֒ T (FˆP).
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Let us consider again the open compact subset U = x1 ∪
⋃
n∈N̟
nH of P1(F ).
Since ℓP = 0, the morphism ℓ depends only on ℓP . Hence it makes sense to consider
the cocycle zℓP ∈ H
1(T (F ), Cc(T (FP),Zp)) defined by
zℓP (t) := (1− ιP(t))(ℓP1U ).
Remark 7.1. Note that zℓP (t) ∈ Cc(T (FP),Zp) ⊂ C⋄(T (FP),Zp). Indeed,
zℓP (t)(x) = ℓP(x)1U (x)− ℓP(ιP(t)
−1x)1U (ιP (t)
−1x)
= ℓP(x)1U (x)− (ℓP(x)− ℓP(ιP (t)))1U (ιP (t)
−1x)
= ±ℓP1Ut(x) + ℓP(ιP (t)))ιP (t)1U (x),
where Ut = U \ ιP (t)U ⊂ T (FP) is clearly open and compact. Since ℓˆ(T ) =
ℓP(ιP(t)) = 0, we deduce that zℓP (t) = ±ℓP1Ut(x) ∈ Cc(T (FP),Zp).
Proposition 7.2. We have that
∂(ℓ) = ϑ ∩ zℓP ∈ H0(T (F ), Cc(T (Fˆ )/Γ,Zp)).
Proof. Let F ⊂ T (Fˆ )/Γ be an open compact fundamental domain for the action
of T (F ) such that HF = F . By definition, ∂(ℓ) is the image of the compactly
supported function ℓˆ1F in H0(T (F ), Cc(T (Fˆ )/Γ,Zp)).
Let us consider a finite index subgroup of the form T = tZ × T P ⊆ T (F ), such
that ιP(T P) ⊂ H and ιP(t) ∈ Γ. Let FP a fundamental domain for T (FP)/Γ
under the action of T P . Hence, Ut × FP = (U \ ιP(t)U) × FP is a funda-
mental domain for T (Fˆ )/Γ under the action of T . Note that, in this situation,
Cc(T (Fˆ
P)/Γ,Z) ≃ C(FP ,Z)⊗Z Z[T
P ] ≃ C(FP ,Z)⊗Z[tZ] Z[T ]. Thus, by Shapiro’s
Lemma, H1(T , Cc(T (Fˆ
P)/Γ,Z)) = H1(t
Z, C(FP ,Z)). We describe ϑ as the co-
restriction of the class in H1(t
Z, C(FP ,Q)) defined by the cocycle
f : tZ −→ C(FP ,Q); f(tn) =
{ 1
[T (F ):T ]1FP , n = 1,
0, n 6= 1.
Therefore, we compute
ϑ∩ zℓP =
1
[T (F ) : T ]
zℓP (t)⊗ 1FP =
1
[T (F ) : T ]
ℓP1Ut ⊗ 1FP =
1
[T (F ) : T ]
ℓˆ1Ut×FP ,
where the second equality has been obtained from Remark 7.1. Since 1Ut×FP =∑
g∈T (F )/T g1F and ℓˆ is trivial on T (F ), we deduce that the class of ℓˆ1Ut×FP =∑
g∈T (F )/T g(ℓˆ1F) coincides with the class of [T (F ) : T ]ℓˆ1F inH0(T (F ), Cc(T (Fˆ )/Γ,Zp)),
hence the result follows. 
Let us consider the subset
T1 = {x ∈ T (F ) : ιP(x) ∈ H} ⊂ T (F )
and let F1 be a fundamental domain for T (FˆP)/Γ under the action of T1. We can
consider the subgroup
X := U ×F1 ⊂ T (Fˆ )/Γ.
As in previous results, let us identify V Z as a quotient of C(P1,Z). Hence ord :
T (FP)→ Z defines a cocycle zord ∈ H1(T (FP), V Z), where zord(t) = (1−ιP(t))(ord1U ).
Proposition 7.3. The class of the characteristic function 1X satisfies
[1X ] = ϑ ∩ zord ∈ H0(T (F ), Cc(T (Fˆ )/Γ,Cp)0).
Proof. Since ιP(T (F )) is dense in T (FP), we have the exact sequence
0 −→ T1 −→ T (F )
ord
−→ Z −→ 0,
where, by abuse of notation, we also denote by ord the composition ord ◦ ιP . Note
that zord is the image through the inflation map of an element z¯ord ∈ H1(T (F )/T1, (V Z)T1).
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On the one hand, let us consider 1F1 the characteristic function of F1. By
strong approximation, given t ∈ T (F ) there exists t1 ∈ T1 such that ιP (t−1t1) ∈ Γ.
This implies that the image [1F1] ∈ H0(T1, Cc(T (Fˆ
P)/Γ,Z)) lies in fact in [1F1 ] ∈
H0(T (F )/T1, H0(T1, Cc(T (Fˆ
P)/Γ,Z))).
On the other hand, let us consider ϑ1 ∈ H1(T (F )/T1,Z) ≃ H1(R/T (F ),Z) given
by the fundamental class of R/T (F ) (t ∈ T (F ) acts on R by tx = x+ ord(ιP(t)) as
above). Then it is clear that [1F1 ]⊗ϑ1 is mapped to ϑ by means of the composition
H0(T (F )/T1, H0(T1, Cc(T (Fˆ
P)/Γ,Z)))⊗H1(T (F )/T1,Z)
∩

H1(T (F )/T1, H0(T1, Cc(T (Fˆ
P)/Γ,Z))) // H1(T (F ), Cc(T (Fˆ
P)/Γ,Z)).
Thus, the result follows if we show that z¯ord ∩ ϑ1 = [1U ] ∈ H0(T (F )/T1, (V Z)T1).
Indeed, if t ∈ T (F )/T1 is a generator then
z¯ord ∩ ϑ1 = z¯ord(t) = (1 − ιP(t))(ord1U ) = ord1U − (ιP (t)ord)(ιP (t)1U )
= ord(1U − ιP(t)1U ) + ord(ιP(t))ιP1U = ord · 1H + ιP(t)1U = ιP (t)1U .

For any continous Zp-module homomorphism ℓ : GK,P → Zp, let ℓˆ : T (Fˆ ) → Zp
be the composition ℓ ◦ ρA, where ρA : T (Fˆ )/Γ → GK,P is the Artin map, and let
ℓP : T (FP)→ Zp be its restriction to T (FP) (recall that ℓP = 0). We will identify
T (FP) with F
×
P by means of the isomorphism ψ of §6.1. Recall the automorphic
L-invariants LP(πB , ℓP) and LP(πD, ℓP) introduced in Definition 6.6.
Definition 7.4. By Corollary 2.2, the morphism in HomZp(G
∨
K,P ,Cp) that maps
ℓ ∈ G∨K,P to LP (π
B, ℓP) or LP (πD, ℓP) (depending we are in the indefinite or definite
case) defines a class L•P(π) ∈ I/I
2, where • = def or ind, and I is the augmentation
map of ΛCp . Such class L
•
P(π) is called automorphic L-invariant vector attached
to π.
We have shown that L•P(πK) ∈ I whenever πP Steinberg. The main result of
this section computes the class of L•P(πK) in I/I
2 in terms of the automorphic
L-invariant vector.
Theorem 7.5. Let CK be the non-zero constant of Theorem 5.9 or Theorem 5.15,
depending on whether we are in the definite or indefinite case. If T (FP) splits and
α = 1 then L•P(πK) ∈ I, with • = def, ind, and its class ∇L
•
P(πK) ∈ I/I
2 is given
by the formula
∇LdefP (πK) = L
def
P (π)
(
CKC(πP )
L(1/2, πK , 1)
L(1, π, ad)
)1/2
,
∇LindP (πK) = L
ind
P (π) logp(PT ),
where C(πP ) =
−L(1,πP ,ad)ζP(1)
2
L(1/2,πP ,1)
6= 0 and PT ∈ A(Q¯) ⊗OLπ Q¯ is a Heegner point
with Neron-Tate canonical height
〈PT , PT 〉 = |PT |
2
= CKC(πP )
L′(1/2, πK , 1)
L(1, π, ad)
.
Proof. By Corollary 2.2, in order to obtain the class ∇L•P(πK) ∈ I/I
2 we have to
compute
∂L•P(πK)
∂ℓ :=
∫
GK,P
ℓdµ•K,P , for all ℓ ∈ G
∨
K,P . By Proposition 7.2,
∂L•P(πK)
∂ℓ
= κ(ψ•) ∩ ∂ℓ = κ(ψ•) ∩ (ϑ ∩ zℓP ) = (κ(ψ•) ∪ zℓP ) ∩ ϑ.
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In the definite case (following the notation of §6), ψdef = res(φ) is the image of
φ ∈ HomG(FP)(V
Q¯, H0(G(F ),AD(Q¯))πD ≃ H
0(G(F ),APD(V
Q¯, Q¯))πD .
through the restriction morphism. This implies that, by Proposition 6.3,
κ(ψdef) ∪ zℓP = κ
P(res(φ ∪ cℓP )) = LP (π
D, ℓP)κ
P(res(φ ∪ cord))
= LP(π
D, ℓP)(κ(ψdef) ∪ zord),
where κP : APD(Cp)→ Cc(T (Fˆ
P)/Γ,Cp)
∨
0 is given by 〈κ
P(φ), f〉 =
∑
t∈T (FˆP)/Γ f(t)φ(t).
In the indefinite case, ψind = log(φ) = logωφ(ΦT ), where ΦT ∈ H
0(T (F ),APB(V
Q¯, A0(Q¯)))πB
and logωφ is the formal logarithm attached to ωφ. By (6.38), we have that
κ(ψind) ∪ zℓP = κ
P(logωφ(ΦT ∪ cℓP )) = LP(π
B , ℓP)κ
P(logωφ(ΦT ∪ cord))
= LP(π
B , ℓP)(κ(ψind) ∪ zord).
In any of our settings (definite or indefinite) κ(ψ•) ∪ zℓP = L
•(ℓ)(κ(ψ•) ∪ zord),
where Ldef(ℓ) := LP(πD, ℓP) or Lind(ℓ) := LP(πB , ℓP). Thus
∂L•P(πK)
∂ℓ
= L•(ℓ)(κ(ψ•) ∪ zord) ∩ ϑ = L
•(ℓ)
∫
GK,P
[1X ](γ)dµ
•
K,P(γ),
by Proposition 7.3.
We compute that, since 1X = 1U×F1 is H-invariant,∫
GK,P
[1X ](γ)dµ
def
K,P(γ) =
∫
T (Fˆ )/T (F )
[1X ](x)δ(1H)(x)d
×x,
∫
GK,P
[1X ](γ)dµ
ind
K,P(γ) =
∫
T (Fˆ )/T (F )
[1X ](x) logp(δˆ(1H)(x))d
×x.
Recall that T (FP)/H = ̟
Z, U = ∪n∈N̟nH and H ×F1 contains a finite number
of fundamental domains of T (Fˆ ) under the action of T (F ). This implies that∫
GK,P
[1X ](γ)dµ
def
K,P (γ) =
∫
T (Fˆ )/T (F )
∑
n∈N
[1H×F1 ](̟
−nx)δ(1H)(x)d
×x
=
∫
H×F1
∑
n∈N
πD(̟n)δ(1H)(x)d
×x =
∫
T (Fˆ )/T (F )
δ(1U )(x)d
×x.
Similarly, ∫
GK,P
[1X ](γ)dµ
ind
K,P(γ) =
∫
T (Fˆ )/T (F )
logp(δˆ(1U )(x))d
×x.
Using the Waldspurger and Gross-Zagier formulas, we compute(∫
T (Fˆ )/T (F )
δ(1U )(x)d
×x
)2
= Cφ
L(1/2, πK, 1)
L(1, π, ad)
απP ,1(δT (1U ), δT (1U )),
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
T (Fˆ )/T (F )
δˆ(1U )(x)d
×x
∣∣∣∣∣
2
= Cφ
L′(1/2, πK , 1)
L(1, π, ad)
απP ,1(δT (1U ), δT (1U )).
Thus, we need to compute the pairing βπP ,1(δT (1U ), δT (1U )). By Proposition 3.12,
βπP ,1(δT (1U ), δT (1U )) = cT
∫
T (FP )
∫
T (FP)
1U (t
−1x)Λ(δT (1U ))(x)d
×xd×t.
Hence by (3.6), βπP ,1(δT (1U ), δT (1U )) = cT C¯T
∫
T (FP)
F (0)(t)d×t, where F (s)(t) is
the analytic continuation of the expression
F (s)(t) =
∫
T (FP )
1U (t
−1x)
∫
T (FP)
θT (s)(y)1U (x
−1y)d×yd×x
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As we showed in the proof of Theorem 3.15, fixing an isomorphism TP ≃ F
×
P
(Note that U is mapped to OFP \ 0), there is a non-zero constant C, such that
θT (s)(y) =
∣∣∣ yC2(1−y)2 ∣∣∣1−s. We deduce that
F (s)(t) =
∫
F×
P
1OFP (t
−1x)
∫
F×
P
∣∣∣∣ yC2(1− y)2
∣∣∣∣
1−s
1OFP (x
−1y)d×yd×x
= q(2−2s)nT
∫
tOFP
∫
xOFP
∣∣∣∣ y(1− y)2
∣∣∣∣
1−s
d×yd×x
= q(2−2s)nT
∞∑
mx=ord(t)
∞∑
my=mx
q(s−1)my
∫
̟myO×
FP
1
|1− y|2−2s
d×y,
where nT = ord(C) and q = #(OFP /̟). Moreover,
∫
̟myO×
FP
1
|1− y|2−2s
d×y =


1, my > 0;
q(2−2s)my , my < 0;
q−2+q1−2s
(q−1)(1−q1−2s) , my = 0.
By means of a tedious but straightforward computation that will be left to the
reader, we obtain that
F (0)(t) =
{
q2nT q−ord(t)(1− q−1)−2, ord(t) > 0;
q2nT qord(t)(1− q)−2, ord(t) ≤ 0.
This implies that
απP ,1(δT (1U ), δT (1U )) =
L(1, ηP)L(1, πP , ad)
ζP (2)L(1/2, πP , 1)
cT C¯T
∫
T (FP )
F (0)(t)d×t
=
cT C¯T q
2nTL(1, ηP)L(1, πP , ad)
ζP (2)L(1/2, πP , 1)(1− q−1)2

∑
n>0
q−n +
∑
n≤0
qn−2


=
cT C¯T q
2nTL(1, ηP)L(1, πP , ad)
ζP (2)L(1/2, πP , 1)
q−1(1 + q−1)
(1 − q−1)3
,
and the result follows. 
Remark 7.6. Recall that the constants CK have been computed in Theorem 5.21
under certain mild hypothesis.
8. Appendix 1: Local integrals
Lemma 8.1. [10, Proposition 2.1.5] Let H be a locally compact group and N a
compact subgroup of H. Then there is a positive regular Borel measure on the
quotient space H/N that is invariant under the action of H by left transaction.
This measure is unique up to a constant multiple.
Let F be a nonarchimedean local field with absolute value | · | : F → R and
integer ring O. Let us denote by Z the center of GL2(F ), and let P be its Borel
subgroup, namely, the subgroup of upper triangular matrices. Let us consider the
modular quasicharacter
κ : P −→ R κ
(
t1 x
t2
)
= |t1/t2|.
It is a group homomorphism that satisfies dR(b) := κ(b)dL(b), where dR and dL are
right and left Haar measures on P .
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Lemma 8.2. Let M be a closed subgroup of GL2(F ), such that the product PM is
open in GL2(F ) and its complement has zero measure. Let ZM ⊆ Z ∩M be any
subgroup, such that the quotient (P ∩M)/ZM is compact. Let h ∈ Cc(GL2(F ),C),
such that h(bg) = κ(b)h(g), for all b ∈ P and g ∈ GL2(F ). Then, there exists
φ ∈ Cc(GL2(F ),C), such that h(g) =
∫
P
φ(bg)dLb, for all g ∈ GL2(F ). Moreover,
for any such φ, ∫
M/ZM
h(m)dRm = C
∫
GL2(F )
φ(g)dg,
where C = CM/ZM ∈ R is a certain constant and dR is the right Haar measure on
M/ZM .
Proof. We choose a right (P∩GL2(O))-invariant compactly supported function φ0 ∈
Cc(P,C), such that
∫
P φ0(b)dLb = 1. Since h is also left (P ∩ GL2(O))-invariant,
both φ0 and h provide a function φ ∈ Cc(GL2(F ),C) defined by φ(bk) = φ0(b)h(k),
for all b ∈ P and k ∈ GL2(O). We compute (g = b′k′, b′ ∈ P , k′ ∈ GL2(O))∫
P
φ(bg)dLb = h(k
′)
∫
P
φ0(bb
′)κ−1(b)dR(b) = h(k
′)κ(b′) = h(g).
Let H := (P × M)/ZM , and N := (P ∩ M)/ZM . We consider N embedded
diagonally in H . Observe that there is a homeomorphism H/N → PM given by
(b,m)N 7→ bm−1. This induces a linear isomorphism Cc(PM,C) ≃ Cc(H/N,C).
The linear functional on Cc(PM,C) corresponding to the Haar measure of GL2(F )
gives rise to a linear functional on Cc(H/N,C), which is invariant under the left
action of H . Another left H-invariant linear functional on Cc(H/N,C) is given
by
∫
M/ZM
∫
P f((b,m
−1)N)dLbdRm. By Lemma 8.1, both linear functionals must
coincide (up to constant). Hence
C
∫
GL2(F )
φ(g)dg = C
∫
PM
φ(g)dg =
∫
M/ZM
∫
B
φ(bm)dLbdRm =
∫
M/ZM
h(m)dRm,
and the result follows. 
Corollary 8.3 (Invariance). Let h ∈ Cc(GL2(F ),C) and M be as above. Then, for
any g ∈ GL2(F ), ∫
M/ZM
h(mg)dRm =
∫
M/ZM
h(m)dRm.
Proof. Write h′ ∈ Cc(GL2(F ),C) for the translation h′(g′) = h(g′g), for all g′ ∈
GL2(F ). By the above lemma, there exists φ ∈ Cc(GL2(F ),C), such that h(g′) =∫
P
φ(bg′)dLb. Thus,
h′(g′) = h(g′g) =
∫
P
φ(bg′g)dLb =
∫
P
φ′(bg′)dLb,
where φ′(g′) := φ(g′g). Applying the second part of the lemma,∫
M/ZM
h(mg)dRm =
∫
M/ZM
h′(m)dRm =
∫
GL2(F )
φ′(g′)dg′ =
∫
GL2(F )
φ(g′g)dg′
=
∫
M/ZM
h(m)dRm,
and the result follows. 
Corollary 8.4 (Comparison). LetM/ZM =M1/ZM1 orM2/ZM2 and h ∈ Cc(GL2(F ),C)
be as above. Then there is a constant C = C(M1/ZM1 ,M2/ZM2), such that∫
M1/ZM1
h(m1)dRm1 = C
∫
M2/ZM2
h(m2)dRm2.
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Proof. By Lemma 8.2, there is φ ∈ Cc(GL2(F ),C), which satisfies h(g) =
∫
P φ(bg)dLb,
for all b ∈ P and g ∈ GL2(F ). This implies that∫
M1/ZM1
h(m1)dRm1 = C
′
∫
GL2(F )
φ(g)dg = C
∫
M2/ZM2
h(m2)dRm2,
and the result follows. 
9. Appendix 2: The (g, O)-module of discrete series
Let g be the Lie algebra of GL2(R), let us consider the maximal compact subgroup
O = O(2), and let H := SO(2) ⊂ O. Denote by P the Borel subgroup
P =
{
u
(
y1/2 xy−1/2
y−1/2
)
∈ GL2(R)
+
}
For our purposes, we will be interested in the (g, O)-module D = D(2) of discrete
series of weight 2. It can be described as a subrepresentation of an induced repre-
sentation from a character of the Borel subgroup P . Indeed, since any g ∈ GL2(R)+
can be written uniquely as g = u · τ(x, y) · κ(θ), where
u ∈ R+, τ(x, y) =
(
y1/2 xy−1/2
y−1/2
)
∈ P, κ(θ) =
(
cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ
)
∈ SO(2),
we write
I˜ = {f ∈ C∞(GL2(R)
+,C), such that f(u · τ(x, y) · κ(θ)) = yf(κ(θ))}.
Then I is the (g, H)-module of admissible vectors in I˜, namely, the set of f ∈ I˜
such that the Fourier series of f(κ(θ)) is finite. Thus,
I =
⊕
k∈Z
Cf2k; f2k(u · τ(x, y) · κ(θ)) = ye
2kiθ.
The (g, H)-module structure of I can be described as follows: Let L,R ∈ g be the
Maass differential operators defined in [10, §2.2]
L = e−2iθ
(
−iy
∂
∂x
+ y
∂
∂y
−
1
2i
∂
∂θ
)
, R = e2iθ
(
iy
∂
∂x
+ y
∂
∂y
+
1
2i
∂
∂θ
)
.
Then, the (g, H)-module I is characterized by the relations:
Rf2k = (1 + k)f2k+2; Lf2k = (1− k)f2k−2;(9.39)
κ(t)f2k = e
2kitf2k; uf2k = f2k,(9.40)
for any κ(t) ∈ SO(2) and u ∈ R+ ⊂ GL2(R)+. Since f2k ∈ CRkf0, if k > 0, and
f2k ∈ CL−kf0, if k < 0, we have that I is generated by f0 .
To provide structure of (g, O)-module, we have to define the action of ω =(
−1
1
)
∈ O(2) \ SO(2). Therefore, we have to define ω ∈ End(I), such that
(i) ωf2k ∈ Cf−2k; (ii) ω
2 = 1; (iii) ωR = Lω.
If we write ωf2k = λ(k)f−2k, condition (ii) implies that λ(k)λ(−k) = 1. Moreover,
condition (iii) implies that λ(k) = λ(k + 1). We obtain two possible (g, O)-module
structures for I: Letting λ(k) = 1 for all k ∈ Z, or letting λ(k) = −1 for all k ∈ Z.
We denote by I+ and I− the corresponding (g, O)-module structures.
Note that we have a well defined morphism of (g, H)-modules
I −→ C, f 7→
∫ π
0
f(κ(θ))dθ.
Write C ≃ C(+1) for the vector space C with trivial GL2(R)-action, and C(−1)
for the vector space C equipped with the action of GL2(R) given by the character
g 7→ sign(det(g)). The above expresion defines a morphism of (g, O)-modules pr± :
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I± → C(±1). The kernels of both morphisms are isomorphic as (g, O)-modules by
means of the isomorphism
ker(pr+) −→ ker(pr−); f2k 7−→ sign(k)f2k,
its isomorphism class is called discrete series representation D. It is an irreducible
(g, O)-module generated by f2. Moreover, we have constructed two different exten-
sions of D:
0 −→ D −→ I+ −→ C −→ 0;(9.41)
0 −→ D −→ I− −→ C(−1) −→ 0.(9.42)
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